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Brings Out Even Worse The Commissioner, in an Exclusive Article, Tells
What He Will Recommend to Congress. A
Conditions Than Those
Federal Franchise for Life Companies
Before Exposed.

NUMKEK .250

PEACE TREATY

OLD BARONIAL

REACHES JAPAN

MANSION SOLD

at Once First Substantial Building

It Is Forwarded

to Tokio, But is Still

Erected by Sir

Bitterly Opposed

lliam

Wi-

Johnson.

Which Will Place Them Under Close
REAL ESTATE

CARRIED

ON

Books at About Half of Cost
Price, and Entries
Changed.
NEPOTISM

KIND

OF THE WORST

New York, Oct. 6. Win. Devlin,
real estate manager for the New
York Life Insurance company, today
resumed his testimony, which was Interrupted last night hy the adjournment of the legislative committee Investigating the Insurance business.
Devlin testified that the apartment
d
house at Park avenue and
street cost the New Y'ork Life
$1,009,866 and it is earned on the company's books at $450,000. The loss he
said, was due to the administration
preceding McCall. The Kansas City
office building cost $1,901,781, is carried on the books at $1,200,000, and
Its net Income Is 3.06 per cent on Investment. The Omaha building cost
$1,245,641, is carried at $650,000, and
pays a little under 3 per cent. The
Minneapolis building cost $1,028,752,
and pays 2Va per cent; the St. Paul
building cost $922,440 and pays less
than 1 per cent; the Montreal buildper
ing cost $818,329, pays about 1
cent.
Devlin testified that the company
lost $129,035 on the Plaza hotel of this
city, which It constructed after taking It over from the contractors who
failed. Devlin said that the real estate of the company returned 4 per
cent in 1903 and In 1904 the return
fell to 3.7.
Cornelius G. White, auditor for the
New York Life, presented records of
the account with Andrew Hamilton,
showing two entries of $25,000 each,
which were charged to "taxes and
New York Insurance" account, and the
latter one of these was transferred to
"contingent expenses" account. White
said the latter account consisted of
items that were paid the president to
reimburse him for what he paid out.
Sixty-secon-

4

BY LARGE PARTY IN JAPAN

Supervision of the Government.
Federal control over Insurance and
the exercise over Insurance corporations of the compulsory powers of the
commissioner, rest upon the same legal basis, raising at the outset the
question whether Insurance is In any
of Its forms Interstate commerce.
A long line of decisions of the supreme court of the United States,
commencing with Paul vs. Virginia
(8 Wall 168). established the legal
proposition that insurance was not
interstate commerce in any of its
forms fire, life or marine as presented to the court. This line of decisions has been further supported by
the uniform holdings of the state
courts.
If this legal proposition Is Irrevocably settled, the powers of the commissioner relative to Insurance are
purely of a statistical, voluntary,
nature. He may collect,
compile and publish such Information
as may be voluntarily furnished him,
but he cannot compel the production
of such information, nor would he be
justified in recommending any federal
legislation directed at federal control
of Insurance.
The rapid development of Insurance
business, its extent, the enormous
amount of money and the diversity of
Interests involved and the present
business methods suggest that under
existing conditions Insurance Is com

i

merce and may be subjected to federal regulations through affirmative action by congress. The whole question
Is receiving most careful consideration upon both legal and economic
grounds.
Possible congressional actions are:
Compulsory federal incorporation
of interstate commerce companies.
This is probably legally practicable,
but Involves radical industrial and
political changes by the centralization
of power in the federal government,
and presents serious ditliculties because of Its effect upon the authority
of the states over such corporations
In matters'of taxation and local regulation. Any optional law of this character would not overcome these difficulties.
Federal licenses or franchise for in- terstate commerce. Legally this is
practicable; It avoids the legal difficulties, of national Incorporation as
well as the practical one of centralization of power, and gives the national government direct regulation of the
agencies of interstate and foreign
commerce.
I therefore beg to suggest that congress be requested to consider the advisability of enacting a law for the
legislative regulation of interstate and
foreign commerce under a license or
franchise which in general terms
terms should provide as follows:
(a) The granting of a federal franchise or license to engage in inter- -

McCALL

IS VICIOUS
AND ALSO FACETIOUS
New York, Oct. 5. "We will fight

it to the death," said President

Mc-

Call of the New York Life Insurance company, in regard to the revocation of its license to do business in
Nevada. "We can beat that order by
legal proceedings."
When asked if
he proposed to resign, McCall said:
"Life Insurance men never resign
they die."
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SCENES AT FIRE

I

BANK

BORN

AMIDST

New York, Oct. 5. Three children
burned to death, their parents in a
dying condition, five others sent to
hospitals suffering from burns, and
two firemen hurt, are the results of
e
on Reld
fire in a four-storavenue, Brooklyn, last night.
The dead are Charles, Egbert and
Katherlne Donnelly, aged 9, 5 and 12
respectively.
The fatally injured are
Jeremiah Donnelly and wife Jennie.
One woman gave birth to a child
while being removed from the building.
Fire Chief Croker's automobile
was upset on the way to the fire and
he bad a narrow escape.
The fire 1b believed to have been of
incendiary origin. The hallways were
filled with smoke and all of the occupants of the building were asleep
when the flames were discovered by
two firemen who were off duty, whose
names are William Teaz and James
Nugent.
They Immediately secured
a ladder and set about rescuing the
inmates of the house.
y

fiat-hous-

CHILDLESS EMPRESS
SELLS HER ESTATE
Bordeaux, France, Oct. 5. A syndicate of local lumber merchants has
purchased the magnificent estate of
Eugenie at Solferino. The
estate, which Includes 36,000 acres,
was created by Napoleon III., In 1857,
at a time when there was a great rise
In the value of land in that department. From that time the district began to develop with rapid strides.
Fine roads were built, the forests
were cleared and a system of irrigating the farm lands was introduced.
The estate constitutes by Itself the
entire commune of Solferino. The
church, malrie, presbytery and roads
are all dependent on it.
There are more than 400,000 trees
suitable for the lumber market on the
estate and It Is said that the new owners of the land will exploit the trees
for their rosin. It la not definitely
known how much the syndicate has
paid for the property, but It Is believed that the price paid was several
million francs.
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AN APPEAL IS TAKEN
TO U. 8. SUPREME COURT,

IF

SO,

MAKE IT GOOD

HE WILL

Johnstown, N.

Oct.

Y.,

6.

An Inter-

ANTI-PEAC-

JAMES R.

state commerce.
(b)

The Imposition of all neces-

sary requirements as to corporate

anti-peac-

or-

ganization and management as a condition precedent to the grant of bucq
franchise or license.
(c) The requirement of such reports and returns as may be desired
as a condition of the retention of such
franchise or license.
(d) The prohibition of all corporations and corporate agencies from en

States Supreme Court.
'
Special to The Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 8. Supreme
Court Clerk Jose D. Sena, has not yet
returned to Santa Fe from-- Taos, there-for- e
no action was taken In regard to
Issuing the writ of prohibition granted by Judge E. A. Mann. Judge N. B.
Laughlin, of this city, has been retained by Mr. Hubbell to repieseut
him here. It Is held here that the
writ Is of no effect now, even if Issued, as the Jail has already been
turned over to Armljo, the order for
the writ being directed merely against
Judge Ira A. Abbott's order to Hubbell
to compel him to turn over the office
and the jail.

ROBBED

esting real estate transaction wu
placed on record In the county recorder's ofllce today. It Involves tb
sale of the lands belonrlnz to th
Akin estate, and embracing Fort Johnston, the oioesi baronial mansion in
the United States to Kethan and Louis
Akin, of Grundy county, Iowa, for a
consideration of J23.00U. The estate
was divided into twenty parcels. The
first parcel sold to the two brothers
PARTY WILL
which for
NOW ATTACK CABINET Included Fort Johnston,
Toklo, Oct, 6. In passing the peace many years has been the mecc of
GARFIELD
of history. The fort was
gaging in interstate and foreign com- treaty the privy council has clearly students
agita- sold for $3,000.
merce without such federal franchise impressed upon the
Various historical societies have t
tors the Impossibility of refusing to
or license.
times contemplated buying
(e) The full protection of the gran- ratify the treaty. Their energies now various
old stone fort and mansion, but
tees of such franchise or license who will likely bo concentrated In an at- the
tack on the cabinet. Any attempt to the Akin family would not part with
obey the laws applicable there to.

ON WRIT OF PROHIBITION

IT ALL

IS

Toklo, Oct. 6. M. Yamaza, director
of political affairs for the Japanese
foreign ofllce. and H. W. Dcnnison,
adviser of the foreign office, arrived
at Yokohama today on the steamer
Dakota, bringing the peace treaty
signed at Portsmouth, September 6th,
and left immediately for Toklo. They
arrived here this evening. Few people met them at the railroad station,
which was guarded by military and
police.

Three Dead, Two Dying,
Clerk Sena of Supreme Court Has Not Yet Reached
Five to Hospitals From
Santa Fe Appeal is Taken to United
Flat Building.
CHILD

BETTER

-

SPRINGFIELD

NO ACTION IS TAKEN

ARE DISTRESSING

IS

German Day is Celebrated at Superintendent of Peoria
Charleston, S. C,
Schools Charged With
With Eclat.
Shortage of $100,000.
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order to Hubbell compwUing hlui to
deliver up the office of sheriff of Bernalillo county, is veiy limited in Its
scope. Judge Mann hands down his
decision, styled:
"In the supreme court, of the territory of New Mexico, Thomas S.
Hubbell, vs. Ira A. Abbott, Judge of
the district court of Bernalillo county," and his opinion in part is as follows:
"This application for writ of prohibition In my judgment cannot call
Into question the validity of the governor's act in removing Hubbell, or
attempting to do so, or the title of
either Hubbell or Armljo to the office
of sheiiff. These questions, in my
judgment, can only be settled by proceedings in the nature of quo warranto, and the granting of this writ Is
not intended in any manner to touch
upon them. The sole question at issue is: Did Judge Abbott act without
Jurisdiction or exceed his jurisdiction
in ordering the clerk of the court to
place the process of the court in
hands for service and In ordering Hubbell to turn over to Armljo
the Jail and prisoners and the paraphernalia of the office? The flrBt part
of this question I would answer in
the negative; the business of the
i court had to proceed and it was
im
perative that its processes should be
Berved
with due speed. Armijo's
commission and qualification, facts
which were piesented to the court,
were prima facia enough to Justify
the court In having the processes
placed in his hands for service; in
doing so his act was administrative
and not judicial, and fully justified by

I

Immediately following the decision
of Judge W. J. Mills, rendered at Raton yesterday morning, dismissing the
writ of habeas corpus applied for by
the attorneys for T. S. Hubbell, an application was made for bail by counsel for Mr. Hubbell. This was also refused. An
appeal was at once
taken to the United States supreme couit. Mr. Hubbell, in charge
of Sheriff Perfecto Armljo, and accompanied by his counsel, arrived
home early this morning. He was
taken to a hotel for the night, and
to the
this morning was
county jail, where he will remain
pending the outcome of the appeal to
the United States supreme court, unless it should develop that toe writ of
prohibition issued by Judge Mann
should be so sweeping as to release
him from custody. It Is believed that
the papers on the appeal will be sent
It is also
to Washington tonight.
understood that an application will be lous to say that the business of his
made for bail, pending the federal court must await the pleasure of the
court's decision in the case.
rival claimants to litiiiato their differences and establish the title to the
VAULT IS OPENED BUT
office."
RECORDS ARE MISSING
The opinion of Judge Mann conThis morning a safe expert was put
by saying:
to work on the vau.t in the sheriff's cludes
"L'pon the record before me, how
office at the court house and after sev- ever, made
by the supplemental a!ll- eral hours of work It was opened uavit or me applicant,
Knowing the
without daniaL-inthe vault in any order of the learned judge
of the
way, the combination being worked.
court of Bernalillo county to
When opened it was found that the of- district
Hubbell commanding him to turn
ficial records were missing, these hav- over to
the Jail and
ing been removed before the vault prisoners,Perfecto Armijo
offices, rooms, books, etc.,
was locked. It Is not known just what
am of the opinion that such act was
procedure will be taken to gain pos- judicial
and being made ex parte, with
session of these much wanted rec- no cause
pending befure him, beords.
tween the parties, was extra Judicium.
"The record does not show that
WRIT OF PROHIBITION
IS GREATLY MODIFIED. the court had jurisdiction either
of
person or of the subject matter,
the
It now develops that the writ of
fiWe.
I
have,
priand
then
issued the
prohibition granted by Judge E. A.
modified
as Indicated
Mann at Alamogordo, and directed to mary writ,
herein,
returnable to this court at the
Judge Ira A. Abbott as Judge of the
Second judicial district and of t'ne next term, to bo passed upon by the
district court of Bernalillo county, to court upon a full meeting."
restrain Judge Abbott from Issuing an
Holding a Missionary Conference.
Atlanta Ga., Oct. G. The missionary conference called by tho executive
committee of the local
of
the young peoples' missionary movement, met here this morning at the
Second Baptist church. The attend
ance is large and great benefit la ex-pected from the confetence, which
will last several days.
One of the'
principal features of the conference!
his services at Portsmouth, w'liich will
be a model school for the training'
"were only a redeeming sacrifice for of those
who wish to devote their ef
political mistakes in which he had
acquiesced, and which were responsi- forts to missionary worlt.
ble for the war."
The first act of the ministerial com- STEAMER GETS ON ROCKS
PASSENGERS ON DECK
mittee, whose sessions were resumed
upon Count Witte's return, is an ImEureka, Cal.. Oct. 5. A tug and a
portant concession on the language life saving crew have gone to the asquestion, permitting the commercial sistance of a steamer, believed to be
ihools of Wa.saw, Hla and Heval the St. Paul, from San Francisco for
to use the Polish or German language Portland. Oregon, which la on tho
in all studies except the Kusslan gram- rocks below Point Gorda.
Many
mar, history and geography.
can be seen ou the decks.
's
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ST. PETERSBURG MUNICIPALITY

REFUSES HONORS TO WITTE

1

s

i

e

(f) The right to refuse or withdraw suppress popular opinion may, it Is
such franchise or license In case of feared, give rise to acts of violence.
violation of law, with appropriate ANNIVERSARY OF FIRST
right of judicial appeal to prevent
GERMAN SETTLEMENT
abuse of power by the administrative
Charleston, sl. C, Oct. 5. The Gerofficer.
mans and
of this
city are out in full force today to celebrate "German day," which la supPOLITICAL THEFT
posed to be the anniversary of the
first German settlement In this country. According to one version the
CAUSE OF RUIN first German settlers who lauded in
this country, founded homes in or
near Philadelphia, while, according to
version, Charleston, S. C, was
Subject of Bank President's another
the p.ace where they established their
first settlement. The matter has nevAddress at Bankers
er been quite authoritatively decided
and the Charleston Germans choose
to adhere to their version and celeAssociation.
brate annually the anniversary of the
supposed first German settlement In
this country.
ANOTHER BANK'S FUNDS ARE GONE
The celebration will be held this afternoon at the Schuetzenplatr The
rtoo8 wlil be optael tt 3.jb'c'v( nd
Annaplis, Md., Oct. 6. Dishonesty at 3 o'clock Mr. George Lund, the
In high places, In the state, in the Ju- president of the "German Day" assowill call the crowd assembled
diciary and in the great financial in- ciation,
at the park to order.
stitutions and corporations, and palThe Rev. Charles Koerner, pastor
liation of such acts by the masses, of St. Johannes Lutheran church, will
gravely threaten the future of this deliver an address in German, while
D. Cappelmann will speak In
country, according to the views ex- John
English. A chorus of thirty male voipressed today by J. Edward Simmons,
will sinjc a number of German
president of the Fourth National bank ces
songs, and a brass band will furnish
of New York, In an address before music. There will also be dancing
association.
the Maryland Bankers'
contests in shooting at the target,
He pointed to the lessons taught by and
bowling and various kinds of races
repubthe fall of the ancient Koman
for grown people and children.
lic, the reign of terror In France and
Rusthe disasters which befell the
BANK SAFE BLOWN OPEN
sian arms In the recent conflict In
AND FUNDS ARE TAKEN
the Far East, all of which, he said,
Springfield, S. D., Oct. 5. The safe
were due to palliated dishonesty.
of the Bank of Springfield was blown
open last night. The robbers escaped
BANK AT ALAMOSA, COLO.,
IS SHORT $250,000. with $5,200.
Alamosa, Colo., Oct. 5. The depositors In Schlffer Bros.' bank, which ASSOCIATION HAS
expect to lose
closed on Monday,
BIG MEMBERSHIP
practically all of the money they had
Assignee Brickensteln
In the bank.
admitted that $70,000 went Into a
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 5. With forty-eigdoubtful mining venture at Idaho
charter members out of atotal
$250,-00Springs. It Is said that about
enrollment of 125 students, the Young
in deposits are missing.
Men's Christian Association at the
New Mexico College of Agriculture
ANOTHER REMEDY FOUND
and Mechanic Arts, at Mesllla Park,
FOR CURE OF CONSUMPTION. has made an encouraging beginning.
Reports received by General SecreParis, Oct. 5. Prof. Behrin, disserum, tary Titus of El Paso, from Mesllla
coverer of the
announces, according to Matin, that ho Park, show that the first week's canhas found a cure for tuberculosis. He vass brought In nearly 40 per cent of
says he will divulge the nature of his tho entire number of students in the
college. Others are expected, to Join
cure next August.
the association soon.
ANOTHER DUPON1
The student association Is holding
POWDER MILL EXPLODES. regular meetings 'and Is planning a
Wilmington, Ik., Oct. 5. The force season of active work. Secretary
of an explosion at the Uupont powder Titus will probably visit the college
works, Just outside of Wilmington, from time to time, and he will rethis morning, was felt for twelve ceive frequent reports regarding the
miles around. No one was Injured, as condition of the organization.
the workmen had not reached the
Lead and Copper.
works. One mill was demolished and
New York, Oct. 5. Lead and copthe houses In the vicinity were damper, firm and unchanged.
aged.
German-American-

WILL FOLLOW
EXAMPLE OF NEVADA
Jefferson City, Mo., Oct. 5. State
Superintendent
Vandlver
Insurance
has announced that unless President
McCall and Vice President Perkins of
the New York Life Insurance company, resign their positions and repay
the money which he thinks has been
improperly diverted from the trust
fund for political purposes, he will
Morrlstown's Horse Show Opens.
K
r
take steps to stop the company from
X'
TKfl an.
doing business in this state.
nual horte show under the auspices of
the Morristown Field dub. comiosed
of a large number of wriithy society
VETERANS CONTINUE
people residing In this vicinity, opens
TO HOLD REUNION here today.
here are almtit ni'v
classes this year, considerably moro!
than In any previous year, and the
Scranton, Pa., Oct. 5 The surviv- number of entries is larger thin evf r.
ing members of the One Hundred and The list of prizes is ah'o great! r ii.an
Forty-thirPennsylvania in former years.
regiment
Volunteers met this morning at Grand
Army Memorial hall, corner of Penn
avenue and Linden street, for their
annual reunion. Only a short business meeting was held, which was
followed by dinner, which was served
hy the ladles of the local Grand Army
posts. There will be a rally in the
afternoon and a big camp fire with
addresses, music and singing in the
evening. The attendance is very large
St. Petersburg, Oct. 5. A strong
and many of the survivors of the regiment are accompanied by their wives sentiment against Count Wltte develand families.
oped at the caucus of the St. PetersFairmont. W. Va , Oct. 5. This burg municipality yesterday evening,
town is full of old soldiers today, who called to discuss their civic action in
have come lu re to attend the annual recognition of his services at Portsreunion of Maulsl.y's hattery, compa- mouth. Suggestions that a banquet
ny F, of the Twelfth West Virginia be given la his honor and that be he
volunteer Infantry, and the encamp- presented with the freedom of the
ment of the local Grand nny posts. city, or that addresses be made, were
was
The reunions and e ncampnient will all rejected, and a resolution
last two days and the visitors will be jadjptej dLclailug that he is not wor-- '
any
thy
royally entertained.
special honor because of
of
MISSOURI

,

t

'

LIFE GET8
IN THE MUD ALSO
New York, Dct. 6 W. F. Thummell,
legal counsel for the Mutual Life Insurance company, testified that he received $2,500 from Vice President K.
A. Grandiss in 1904, and paid it personally to the chairman of the republican national campaign committee.
Thummell said the contribution had
been suggested by the "danger of a
democratic house resulting in tariff
and other legislation of such character as would upset business and affect
the policy holders." Other companies,
Thummell said, had been asked to
contribute but he did not know whether they did or. not.
Payments amounting to $1,059,267
In commissions were made to Robert
H. McCurdy, son of President Richard
A. McCurdy, of the Mutual Life Insurance company, by that company during the years 1893 to 1903. McCurdy
testified that he was superintendent
of the company's foreign department,
and received a commission on all foreign business. His rate of commission was reduced several times at his
own request, but despite the reductions his compensation grew until it
amounted to $99,159 for the year 1902
alone. In 1903 he became general
manager of the company. His salary
is $30,000.
MUTUAL

tfA
I'M,
'
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JERRY SIMPSON

s

it at any price,

that the

big

estate

it

is now believed
wl.l be divided In-

to building lots, and that the old fort,
which Is still in a good state of preservation, will be left with a few
acres of ground around It. The fort
was the first substantial building erected by Sir William Johnston In this
section of the state after he had received a grant of 50,000 acres of land
from King George II., of England,
and this fort was the scene of many
skirmishes with the Indians and also
of many peaco conferences with the
red men when Sir William subdued.

JERRY 8IMPSON MAY
GET ABOUT ONCE MORE
Wichita, Kas., Oct. 6.
man Jerry Simpson spent auotner
good night at St. Francis hospital. Dr.
W. A. Minlck issued the following bulletin on his oondltlon this morning:
"Mr. Simpson is feeling refreshed this
morning after a good night's rest.
There is a good chance that be may
get
and o'N
bed aaln.. Prospects are very good for his temporary
recovery."
HEAVY SHORTAGE. IN

PUBLIC SCHOOL ACCOUNT
Peoria, 111., Oct. 5. Newton C
Dougherty was arrested today on the
charge of forgery, fo. lowing the sensational revelations by the grand Jury
which has been examining the books
of the Peoria school board. The shortage, it Is said, will amount to $100,000.
Dougherty, who has been superintendent of city schools for twenty-fiv- e
years, was released on $5,000 bail. He
is president of the Peoria National
bank, and is immensely wealthy. He
said that if the investigation showed a
shortage he would make it good.
A

YOUNG MURDERER A
(

MAN OF

EXPERIENCE

Marinette, Wis., Oct. 6. Local physicians and pcychologlsts are greatly
Interested in the case of Leon Cram-bea- u,
criminal, and
the
there Is a wide divergence of opinion
as to bis nature.
When examined In the Jail here bis
head was found to be well formed and
he showed no decided signs of M
generacy. He is clear-eyesupple of
limb, though undersized, being hardly
larger than a well grown boy of i
years.
In actions and nature, however, he
is a thoiough tough, and the heads
of the Waukesha Industrial school will
have their hands full with him.
He was found crying bitterly In his
cell Just before being taken away,
and on being questioned he said he
would die unless given some tobacco
to chew. He was given a package,
and he had a chew in his mouth and
the package in his pocket when he
left on the train.
Hy his environment he has become
Impregnated with criminal tendencies.
A near relative taught him to steal
and took him on thieving and barn
burning expeditions.
The boy swears like a trooper, and
can stand moie whiskey than niot
WHICH
men.
He Is crazy unless he has tobacco.
The home of the Crambeau family Is
a dilapidated loir shanty, about two
miles trotii Wuusaiikec The mother
can speak little KnglUh, and Is simpower greater than that of ple minded. I.eon had her terrorized.
hundred
Chicago, Oct. 5. Two
girl livThere Is a little
switchmen employed by the Grand steam locomotives In present use.
Trunk railway between Chicago and) The motors will be able to maintain ing yet. Three babies have died, intho Canadian border, may be called a speed of twenty-similes an hour In cluding the one I.eou burned to death
out on a strike within twenty-fou- r
local service, reaching a maximum last week ly saturating tho cradle
hours, according to Grand Master' speed of ' forty-fivmiles an hour be- with kerosene.
Hawley of the Swltchmens' Union of tween stations, and hauling 2)0 tons.
America, who cwme to Chicago yes- In express service, a speed of from SOME SILLY CITY
terday In the hope of negotiating with sixty to seventy miles an hour can
the heads of the Grand Trunk system be maintained with a train weighing
OFFICIALS WRONG
for a settlement of the strike in tho 250 tons. For heavier loads two or
local yards.
more locomotives tan be coupled toPittsburg, Oct. 5. There U serious
gether, and opeiated from the front
WILL CHANGE FROM
trouble between Henry Phlpps, the
cab by one engineer.
STEAM TO ELECTRICITY.
steel magnate, and the tax otllclals of
New Y'ork, Oct. 6. The New York, WORK ON WESTERN PACIFIC
Allegheny, and the result wl.l undoubtNew Haven & Hartford
edly be. that the city will lose the
TO BEGIN IMMEDIATELY.
railroad Is
c
making preparations for changing the' San Francisco, Oct. 5. Western
line playground which Mr. Phlpps has
power
on some or all of its'
motive
oltlclals have announced that had fitted up at bis own expeuae upon
lines from steam to electricity.
An' work on the new overland railroad property valued at $l,o00,oou. When
d
order for twenty five electric locomo- will be started between Oakland and Mr. Phipps turned over the
e
Orovllle within the next ten days.
tives has been placed with the
to the city he did not deed the
Construction firms are moving their properly, but Informed ottlciaU the
Electric and Machine company by the railroad company. These outfits Into Feather Hlver canon, and it was to be used for Its present pur,
a!-will soon begin boring the Spring Gar pose as long as the city wanted iL
locomotives will be driven by an
tcrnatlng current, single phase, which' den tunnel, which In to be 7.400 feet The property was not assessed bv the
l
)ii g. They ate also preparing to bore county, but this year the Allegheny
apis said to be the most economical
plication of electrical power yet made.' a K.ono foot tunnel at Heckwith pass. City officials assessed it and sent a
It is stated that the company nas tux bill uriiountlng to $J.1."j 7S to Mr.
Each locomotive is to weigh HPventy-eight tons and Is to be equipped with locuted the entire line between Oak- Phipps. When he refused the properpower,' land and Salt
four motors, each of
and the work of ty was advertised to be sold for taxes.
making a total of 16,000 horse power securing the right of way Is proceed- Then Mr. Phipps paid the taxes, but
tor eacn locomotive. lum jg about ing rapidly.
ordered the playground closed.
0
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In conflice herewith are
hereby repealed.
Huly passed, this 3d day of October,

ordinance.

for trafiamltMtoa. Uiinth Uit
Memci tlu awttar.

FRANK 'McKEB,
Mayor.
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.

Approved:
Attest:

LIST OF NEW

NO. 321.

The Sage of Ojo Caliente
Comes Out Decidedly
for It.

.

ftlTnni-- n

1T7 BANK
INSTITUTIONS

CARDS

DENTirfeiT

IS FOR JOINTURE

MEXICO OFFICIALS

TMIIDftnlV

PROFESSIONAL

ANTOMO JOSEPH

Those Appointed by the Presi
dent and the Dates
An ordinance to prevent filth and rubbish f om being deposited In the
Bardns Arequla. or upon the banks
Confirmation.
forbidding anyone to
ORDINANCE

CITIZEN.

KVKK1NO

DR. J. E. KRAFT.

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 aud 18 Grant Mock, OTer
the Golden Rule Dry Ooodi Company.
Doth phones. Appointments mad by
mail.
toreuna J. Alger, U. U S.
No. sew Itailrond avenue
Office hours

Montestima Trust Co

:ao a. m. to U:30 p. tn.; 1:80 p. m. to s
thereof, and
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
p. m. Telephone 4U. Appointment
made
trespass on the right of way of said
ty mall.
Harelas Acequla. within the said
SOME WILL CHANGE VERY SOON KNOWS IT IS THE ONLY HOPE
LAWYERS.
City of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
OffleUI Paper of Bernalillo County He It ordained by the City Council of
MexBernard 8. Rodey.
the City of Albuquerque, New
Albuquerque.
The Citizen publishes herewith, a N.ATTORNBT-AT-LAico:
The Citizen, yesterday afternoon
Mclttetf PrM AftcernMii DlipatetW.
M.
Prompt
attention given to all
Section 1. That It sliall be unlawful published a portion of the letter from letter from Hon. Antonio Joseph to buotnesa pertaining
Urptt CKy 4 County ClrNldloti.
to the profemilon.
Hopewell, in which Mr. Will practice In
TNej Lirrwt Nm Mw
for any one to throw cans, broken this papers correspondent at Wash- - Col. W.
let Clrtulttlan.
of the terrial!
ingt on. The conclusion is as follows: Joseph announces his fealty to joint tory and before the court
glassware, crocker.V rubbish, cast-of- f
Urgni Northern Arlniw Clrctilttltin
United Btates lar-clothing, boots and shoes, paper, dead
Washington, I). C, Sept. 29. The statehood, and pledges his active ef ofliet
animals, skins, bones, weeds, wood or following is a list of all positions, forts to the In'' rests of that cause.
TtMMS OF tUltCKIPTIONi
ira M. Bond.
filth and tiash of any kind whatever, present officials, and date of con fir ma- This is a most valuable gain to the ATTORN
M F street, N.
mmrnr tj wmn. em
In
6.of.
Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits
dvnoei
tw
Into the Barlctis Acequla.
Hon by the senate.
There will be cause of statehood; for not only did W., Washington, u. v.. Pe stone, lands,
an
.
mvntfc
"T
jr
patents,
FV
copyrights, carlats, letter patMr. Joseph's te a years of experience
Sec. 2. It shnll be unlawful for any some changes:
r bH m nu
tot person owning land throuph which the
(lovernor, M. A. Otero, January 7. in congress and of unceasing labor for ent, trade mrK. claim
said Harelas Acequla. passes, to allow 1S!7; January IS, 1900; January 22, statehood during all those years, bring
Rf w7fy B ryYrv
4-- 4
4 4
ATTORNEI-AT-LAlly by Carrier, 60c per month any cans, broken glassware, crockery, 1902.
4- - 4- - 4- - 4-- 4- - 4-Albuquerque,
him into intimate relations with the
N.
M.
Klrai isatlnnal Bank build
Office.
Secretary J. W. Raynolds, April 20, leading membe rs and give him thorrubbish, cast off clothing, boots and
ough knowledge! of congressional sen- ing.
Tun Wmimi CrrrraN wffl to Mtnnd la the shoes, paper, manure, deid animals, 1901; January 1.1, 1!H2.
WITH AMPLE MEANS
E. W. Dobson.
r e th lerw rata of 10 omta pm WMk. ar for c skins, bones, weeds, wood, or filth Chief Justice Wm. J. Mills, Decem timent on that subject, but throughAND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffleei
Crom
ati Bar aMata. aim paid monthly.
out the entire territory of New Mex
and trash of any kind whatever, wlilch ber 12, 1901.
will create a nuisance or endanger the
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Associate Justice John R. McFie, ico Antonio Jose ph is known and ven well block. Albii jerque. N. al.
OF ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
John H. 8tlngle.
nrHfa Rita ladt Knew i on Appllrtl 01: public health, to collect anil remain in December 12, 1901.
crated for the soundness of his Judg
ATTORNET-AT-LAN.
It,
T.
Suite
Associate Justice Frank W. Parker, ment, the consei vatlsm of his opin Arm! Jo building, Albuquerque, N. Act
the said Iiarelas Acequla or on the
be unlaw December 12, 1901.
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
ions, and the honesty of his thought
wfll aaaAar a faar ar aattfrlna ui banks thereof; it shall also
AND
sewful for any one to drain slops, or
Associate Justice W. H. Pope, Nov- and life. When he says that single
ARCHITECTS.
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
aaV aa aar
af th aar,
age of anv kind, and cess pools, Into ember 17. 1903.
statehood cannot, in his opinion, be
CAPITAL, $160,000.00
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- ,
Associate Justice Edward A. Mann, secured, he Is speaking from the most
aaj faailllan?a ahvaM a kMrawd a. the said Harelas Acequla.
,
bulldlDg,
Sec. 3. Any one who shall enter up November 13. 1904.
rooms
thoruogh acquaintance with the subParnett
Onnem PuBLtaanvo Company. Dtaiia.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
Associate Justice Ira A. AWiott, ject, and his word will carry convic- Albuquerque, N. M. Doth 'phones.
an4 aaaraw mtmrnr artara on the ricnt or way or me saia uarjafcaaka, BeMttrfr
elas Acequla for the purpose of de January 10, 1905.
tion to hundreds of voters. Mr. Joseph
SOLOMON LUNA, President;
aada aarabla ta
CIVIL
ENGINEERS.
U. S. Attorney W. H. H. Llewellyn, says:
stroying the banks of said Acequla.
W. S. STRICKLER, V
caahier; w. J. Johnson, Asst. e4h.r'
wm. Mcintosh
or any pe:son who shall cut or dig February 11, 1905.
.
Ojo Caliente, Taos County, N. M.,
SOLOMON I IlklA
D. F. MACROLLING,
U. S. Marshal C. M. Foraker, Dea, M. BLACKWELL
Into the banks of said Acequla for
October 2. 1905.'
Civil engineering,
surveying and j. c. baldridge
o.
E.
CROMWELL
5, 1901.
Hon. W. S. Hopewell, Albuquerque, drafting. 211 Railroad avenue.
Bell 15. Mie purpose of taking water from said cember
MMHe I&3.
Surveyor General M. O. Llewellyn,
Acequia, and who has no water right
New Mexico.
CONTRACTOR A BUILDER.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A 8ANTA FE
In the said Harelas Acequla, shall be December 21. 1901.
My Dear Sir:
RAILWAY
trespasser.
a
Collector
of
considered
Gar25th
F.
Customs
Pat
of
Your
favor
the
esteemed
CITY ORDINANCES'
A. L. Morgan.
Sec. 4. Any one violating the pro rett, December 16, 1901.
tilt., is at hand, and Its contents have
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
Mine
Inspector Jo E. Sheridan, been duly noted. As regards your revisions of this ordinance shall, upon
BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
conviction thereof, be fined In a sum September 1, 1900,
quest to
with you and the AND
ORDINANCE NO. 316.
furnished; Job work sollcteel. Automatic
Assistant U. S. Atorney Interior members of the
not less than $5.00 nor more than
State 'phone 724; shop 911 North Second atreet.
$100.00, or imprisoned for a period Department Anthony Campbell, Nov- hood League of New Mexico, in se- Albuquerque. N. M.
An ordinance amending Section 366
of not less than five days nor more ember 12. 1901.
curing joint statehood for New MexPHYSICIANS.
367
of
and
U. S. Special Attorney Pueblo Inthe Compiled Ordinances than thirty days, or by both such fine
ico, permit me to state that I have
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
of the City of Albuquerque, New and Imprisonment, at the discretion of dians A. J. Abbott, May 23, 1902.
already accepted the position tendered
C.
H.
M.
Conner,
D.
O.
U. S. Land Offices.
the court.
me by the Statehood league of rvew
Mexico.
Osteopathic physician and surgeson.
Clayton Register Ed W. Fox. Jan- Mexico, as committeeman, and will
Duly passed, tills 3d day of October,
Officers and Directors.
Be it ordained by the City Council of A. D. 1905.
President New Mexico Board ot Osteouary 12, 1902.
you
the
cheerfully
act
with
all
and
the City of Albuuueraue. New Mpt. Approved:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
All
successfully
diseases
Clayton Receiver Aibert W. Thomp- members of the said league in that pathy.
FRANK
McKEE.
ico:
treated.
Offllce
.Vice 'pTesiden
Barnett building.
Mavor. son, January 12, 1902.
Attest:
capacity.
vn
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both
Section 1. That Section 366 of the
Las Cruces Register Jerome Martin,
HARRY F. T.EE, City Clerk.
Cashier
I have been for many years in the
Sunday by appointment.
Compiled Ordinances be amended to
KPPvJa.;
May 10, 1905.
Assistant 'cashier
front tanks of the advocates of single
II.
RAYNOLDS
F.
read as follows: "it shall he the duty
Or. J. E. Bronson,
Director
las Cruces Receiver Henry D. How-ma- statehood for New Mexico, and while
of the Ruilding, Plumbing and Elec- EARLY CUSTOM OF
Homeopathic Physician.
July 26, 1897; January 29, 1902. a delegate In congress from the terri
1J.
Room
Whiting
Block.
trical Inspector to make a personal
U. S. DEPOSITORY.
Roswell Register Howard Leland, tory of New Mexico worked and laborCOMMANDER PERRY September
inspection of every such building or
16, 1897; January 29, 1902. ed constantly for the passage of an
VETERINARY.
buildings as are required to have and'
Koswell Receiver, David L. Geyer, enabling act for the admission of NewAuthorized Capital
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
$500,000.00
make sewer connections, and tn nn-- l
A man who sets out to reach the October 1, 1897; March ltt, 19o:i.
Mexico a3 a single state; but faileMl
Veterinary burgeon and dentist.
Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Paid
$250,000.00
tify, in writing, such owner or owners, north oolc should know how tci pri
Santa Ke Register Manuel R. Otero, to secure such congressional action in Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
or his or their agent in charge of such dure hardships anil Commander I'eary September 16, 1897; January "9, 1902. ten years of actual service upon the the latest, up to date,
app.oved, sciDepository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
uuuuing or puimings, or the occu- - long ago beg.m to learn, says the
Santa Fe Receiver Fred Mtiller, Jan- floor of the house of representatives entific methods. OVice at Trimble's
who shall have failed to bave'iston .Journal. A prominent citizen of uary 12, 1902.
of the United States.
stahlcs. Old 'phone. 3: auto., 122.
and make proper connections with .Maine, him.se If a lover of outdoor life,
Custodian Fort Craig Military ResMy long service at the seat of govFALL TERM.
such sewer as required herein, to1 says when I'eary was a young man ervation Sol. Luna, October 18, 1897. ernment and coming in contact almost
make such connections to such sewer lit was a common thing "for him to
Superintendent
Fotet Reserve, daily with the members of both houses Albuquerque Business College Opens
within fifteen days from the date of take "a camping outut of a blanket Lincoln, Cement Hightower, April of congress, satisfied me that the maMonday, September 4, 1905.
we service of such notice upon him and a lunch" and start for the monn 30, 1901; May 26, 1903.
jority of the members of the United
Courses Bookkeeping and Penmanor them. In the event of the neelect tains bordering nnon Mnlno ami Vpw
Superintendent of Forest Reserve States sennte would never consent to ship,
EngShorthand, Typewriting,
or refusal of any owner or owners, Hampshire. There, alone, he would Charles T. McGlone, July 24, 1899; the admission of New Mexico as a lish, Spanish
and Mechanical Drawagents or occupants, to make the con- pass days exploring ravines, ledges June 24. 1903.
single state. I am satisfied, after my ing.
nections, as required by said notice, and the deep, secluded spots, cooking
Indian Agents.
long experience in congress, that
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
Superintendent
Jicarilla
the Building, Plumbing and Electrical his own meals and feasting upon the
II.
II. single statehood cannot be obtained
For particulars call or address
OF ALBUQUERQUE
Inspector shall file a complaint against trout with which the strt-amabound- Johnson of Oklahoma, March 25, 1896; for New Mexico for many years, or
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
such owner or owners, or his or their ed. He never built a camp; he sim November 1. 1902.
political
complexion
until the
of the
R. O. STOLL. Secretary.
gent, in charge of such building or ply rolled himself in a blanKet to
Mescalero Superintendent James A. United States senate changes, and,
Library building, East Railroad ave
buildings, or occupant or occupants, sleep: but lie would come out brown Carroll, November 23, 1895; July 1, from appearances, that change may nue.
CAPITAL
befoie the Police Judge, and said own- and hardy.
$100,000.00
1902.
not come during the present genera
DEPOSITS
er or owners, or his or their agent, or
Navajo, Geo. W. Hayzlett, August tion; so that I am convinced, in my
ASSAYERS.
On one of these occasions he had
$250,000.00
the occupant or occupants, shall have taken a. canoe to the headwaters of 10, 1898; March 16, 1900.
own mind, that the advocacy of single
&
CORBET
COLLINS,
Navajo tN. M.) Superintendent J. statehood, by the office holding class
five days In which to answer. ASd Cod river, and after passing a few
We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
upon conviction, shall be fined as days canje down the Saco and stopped C. Levenwood.
of New Mexico, Is purely a makeof our bank, if you are not one of our customers, we should like
States Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
hereinafter provided."
Indian Schools.
at about 5 o'clock for a word with
shift, as they are opposed to any kind
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
ASSAYERS.
Sec. 2. That Section 367 of the those In my camp. We expected to
Albuquerque
Superintendent
Jas. of statehood, single or joint.
East side of Plaza. Santa Fe, N. M.
Compiled Ordinances be amended to have the pleasure of his company for K. Allen, January 1, 1886. Assistant
I
am
For the reasons herein stated,
0
read as follows: "Any owner or own- the night, thinking that he would wel- Wm. J. Oliver.
O. N. MARRON, President.
now In favor of Joint statehood, since
D. A. McPHERSON, Vice President.
ers, agent or occupant, of any build- come hearty meals and a good bed.
Santa Fe Superintendent
C. J. single statehood cannot be obtained. It
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier. ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
ing or buildings adjoining or abutting "No," he said, "I never sleep Indoors Crandall, April 1, 1892; July 1, 1902. seems to me that the taxpayers would
0
on any street or alley where there Is when on these trips."
Assistant S. H. Weeks.
raise no serious objection to the jointa sewer alreadv built, or mav hem. It was a cold, windy November nigbt
Little Water Superintendent Emma ure of New Mexico and Ariz.ona, as We sell the famous Trixy Hose for
after be built, who shall fail or refuse hut he bade us good bye and went Devore.
one grand, sovereign state in the glor- boys
girls. There Is no other
Zuni (N. M.) Superintendent D. D. ious union of states, as the rate of tax- Hose and
to mane proper connections with the down the river. The next morning
good for wear. The price Is
ame, as provided herein, after having beside a stone wall, we found his Graham, June 16, 1899; October 10, ation would be materially reduced by 20c peras pair.
Other kind, 10c and 15c
been served with notice by the Build- camping place. A few smoky embers 1902.
a union of interests.
0
the pair. Try a pair and be con- 0
Inspector of Immigration Service, such
ing, Plumbing and Electrical Inspec- told us where he had cooked his
The
Plumbing & Heating Co.
The next congress will very likely vinced.
tor, as provided herein, shall, upon bieakfast, and a spot on the grass six Fred B. McKeehan.
pass a good, fair and liberal enabling
Hostna school shoes for boys and
conviction, before the Police Judge, and a half feet long and free of white
Postmaster, Presidential.
0
act for the admission of New Mexico girls, the kind that will stand hrad 0
I. H. COX, Manager.
pay a fine of not less than $10.00 nor frost, showed us where he had slept.
Albuquerque, Robert W. Hopkins, and Arizona,
as one state, upon which knocks.
Iron
Pipe,
Iron
Pipe
Fittings,
a'nd
Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam
January 5, 1901.
more than $50.00, for such neglect or
all patriotic citizens ancl lovers of
Boys, 90c, $1, $1.25, $1.eW and 0 Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixLas Vegas, F. C. Blood, February good government, In both territories, up For
refusal. Each and every day of the
0
The Pantatorlum,
$2.
to
supplies.
tures
and
Storer Gasoline Engines.
5, 1902; November 17. 1903.
neglect or refusal to comply with said
might unite. I am now ready and willFor
up
Clothes
pressed
$2.
cleaned,
to
$1.15,
Girls.
$1.40
dyed.
and
and
Roswell, Robert Keilahiu, December ing to take an Active part in the movenotice shall constitute a separate of- All clothes called for and delivered.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Underwear for boys and girls, 15c 0 Auto. 'Phone, 671.
Colo. 'Phone, 234. 0
12, 1904.
fense.
ment to secure Joint statehood for to 35c a garment.
206 West Silver avenue. Auto phone
Santa Fe, Paul A. F. Walter. June New Mexico and Arizona.
Sec. 3. All ordinances and parts of 721. O. D. Hoffman, proprietor.
With highUnion suits for Glrla, 40c to 50c.
25, 1902.
ordinances in conflict herewith, are
est regards, I remain,
Raton, F. A. Hill, April 27, 1904.
hereby repealed.
Yours Trulv,
The Cash Buyers' Union 0 "OLD RELIABLE"
Alamogordo, John M. Hawkins, NoDuly passed, this 3d day of October, THE PRESIDENT'S
ANTONIO JOSEPH.
ESTABLISHED 1878
vember 17, 1903.
1905.
592.
Automatic
'Phone,
HUNTING
GROUND
City,
Silver
Mrs.
A.
Approved:
K.
Galloway,
FRANK McKEE.
L.
Y
Notice.
January 29, 1902.
WM. DOLDE, Prop.
122 N. 2d St.
Attest:
Mayor.
Fe,
Office,
States
United
Santa
Ind
O.
Carlsbad,
Louis
Fullen,
January
HARRY F. l.EE, City Clerk.
It was a great, wild country.
In
N. M., Sept. 27, 1905.
the creek bottoms there were a good 11, 1904.
txxxxxxxxzxzxxxxx
Notice
la hereby given that the folDeming,
DecEdward
Pennington,
many
ORDINANCE NO. 320.
ranches; but we only occasionlowing township plats will be on file
ally passed up these, on our way to ember 12. 1904.
Las duces, A. J. Papen, February in this office November 13, 1905, viz:
$25 California $25
An ordinance specifying the kind of our hunting grounds In the wilderTownship 7 north, range 8 east.
roofing material to be used within ness along the edge of the snow line. 5, 1902.
4
Township
range
9
Gallup,
north,
east.
Ed
4,
Quinn,
February
Second Class Colonist Rates
the fire limits of the city of Albu- The mountains crowded close to- 1904.
Township 5 north, range 8 east.
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
querque, New Mexico; and provid- gether In chain, peak and table land;
On
be
and
we
above
Clayton,
date
will
after
16,
In the Southwest.
F.
Menger,
Otto
April
ing for brick partitions an I fire pro- all the higher ones were Wrapped in
ready to receive applications for enSept.
to
tection under the roofs of buiidinps Ian unrent shroud of snow. We saw a 1902.
15
Oct.
31
Socorro, L. E. Kittrell, June 23, tries In said townships.
wiibin the fire limits ot the said sood many deer, and fresh sign of
AND
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
elk, but no tlk themselves, although 1902.
city.
FUED MULLER, Receiver.
Tucumca:'!, Albeit R. Carter, Novlie it ordained by the City Council of wt were Hformed that bands were to
Stopovers
CaliIn
allowed
f,M1111'
In the high ,spruee timber ember 17, 19iK!.
RAILROAD AVENUE i
the City of Albuquerque, New Mex- ALBUQUERUE, N. M.
wmin,.y
fornia. For particulars, call
muff mumn
I'ortales, Charles O. Leach, January
heip the snows were so deep that
0
Ico:
on
25,
any
agent.
1904.
Section 1. Every building and the''' Winl111 have been Impossible to go on
'"irM',,a'ktops and sides of every domier win-- i
going on foot would
H. S. LUTZ,
Inconceivably fatiguing, CURES CATARRHAL DEAFNESS.
dow thereon shall he covered and !1;lve
J. J. BYRNE.
Agent,
country was open.
ff. P. A., Los Angeles, Cal.
The high
roofed with bricli. tile, slate, tin, cop-11per or iron. Or plastic slate, asphalt. l"'i,ls were bare ot trees.
Cotton-slaOne Week't Use of Hyomel Did More
We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first class
or gravel mav be used: provided w"" !s- !U"1 occnti.na'.ly dwarfed birch
Than Six Months' Treatment by
material and employ competent workmen, which justifies us in giv-InI,r
zxxxzxixxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxx
willows,
"' ''l!''
fringed the' Specialists.
such roofing shall be composed of not
you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will compare favoiably
less than five layers of routing felt s' '' aies apt us grew in groves higher
responsible competition.
with
WILLING
HELPERS
There were pinions ami cedars
In the treatment of deafness which
cemented together and finished ui'hj"1''
of the foothills: spruce Is often a result of catar; h, Hyomel
not less than ten gallons of coal tar. "" ""' sl"l-pitch or asphalt to each one hundred L ''!u:M' r' '1 mr'' al"'
the cooler acts almost Immediately upon fin? inAUTOM ATIC PHONE 711.
s
v;l'1,vs and liiuii up in th
"'
sqtia.e feet of roof, or fireproof roof-- '
ami the hearing
flamed membrane
What's the use of a helper if
Ing, as the Building, Plumbing and mountains. The de
oak brush and begins to ret urn at once.
he
willing?
Willingness
isn't
is Electrical Inspector, under his ce.titi-cate- thick gr.iwint' cedar were hard on
Miss Meeks
an ample mantle which will al- Matt. wan, N. Y.,
OOOOOOOOOCQOOO
our clothes, and son. e'ini.s on our says: 'Hyomel Isof truly
may authorize.
I
most
cover
wonderful.
all the sins ot serv- And the outside of the frames of bodies.
have used it but u short time and see
ice.
Hut
a
classified advertise- it
Hears and cougars had once been a gt i'at change in my con. lit ion. My
WE HAVE HIT THE MARK
every dormer w indow hereafter placed1
mcnt In The Evening Citizen Is a
'
upon any building Miail be made of very plentitul t :n otilioul this reaion. hearing is improving rapidly, and I
willing
helper
is
that
not only
Hut during the hist thru' or tour j ei. s bad no idea I would improve so rapfireproof material.
alisoulte-lcompetent, but also Is
the cougars have ureatly diminished idly In so short a time. My breath,
Sc c. 2.
In store buildings or build-willing
a
worker.
It works all
Pvioro Mother's
ings of any kind having a width of in numbers throughoutbnv-.-northern Colo- - which was very offensive to mysedf
the time for you. It Is the best T
itinotii-..,,and othe rs, has lost its bad odor enmore than fifty feet partition walls of rfldo. Hre! the heara
was
and
most
introduced
and
economical publicity in
on
brick or cone: etc. at least eight Inches also, although not to the same extent. tirely. I have spent a great deal of
X
the world.
he o!cr
prospec tive mother be
grizzlies
which
gnat
The
were
once money with catarrh specialists, and
In thickness;
said partition walls to
.':
orderal throuah
mte:
the
ell
M
fairly
plentiful
now
are
very
here
f
tare, 'an truly say that six months of their
lighting.
be not farther than fifty feet apart,
which she n:iiM .ns
the experi
is int equal to one mouth
shall he built from the foundation to as they are in most places in the
GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE PLAN-INences the: k' ..iv ,.f the maternal aut.
plenty
of llvomel."
and through the roof of said building, I'nited States. There remain
Thue was ttue before
MILL
J. II. O'Rielly g. Co., are sedling llvwith a fire wall on top of each of said of the black and brown bears, which
When you want any mill work done. .....
terviX
simply
phases
are
individual color
of omel upon the usual plan of agreeing
See
Man
partition walls.
"i
We don't keep you waiting. We get nveu
From "A Colorado to return the money if the medicine
Sec. H. T.'ie space bit ween the ceil- the same specie-out your work promptly. Our motto:
by
Theodore Roosevelt does not cure.
ing and roof of all' buildings witnin Hear Hunt."
"No work, no pay we all work."
AM) GOLD AVE.
FOURTH
A complete outfit costs only $1,
the fire limit h of said city shall be i:i tin- October Scribner's.
and
V-JSjfcirlbe foi The Evening CItlien
consists of an inhaler that an he cardivided into compartments of not more
wai intr.dii.
out now tangible, evi
ried in the vest pocket, a medicine
than 6115 square fi,et in dimensions by
OCOCKXXDCOC)CXXXXXXXXX)COO
dence in i! - i :.,eof count!e.b motheri
dropper, and a bottle of lllotne i.
ordinary sheet iron which shall exof aJvnc-.- l
who have ud It
You miss one cf the
the
tend f (.in the lathing to the roof
with tntju s., vi (e.i.cs Ui to jlatil)
pleasures c1
Faith Not Necessary.
boards.
cue h rnty ot II. is statement.
AND CURE THE
lauie
LUNGS
table unless you have
See. 4. Ail licrsons faililiL' or rt fus
Old or y ..;;, the result is the same.
You may be jut as 'skeptical an I pes
ing to comply with the provisions of
is
It
nuiMenjhle
the crisp, damty
Sin.p
simistic as you please-- .
during
the
Kodol will
WITH
ef
this ordinance, alter having received;
partuuent s e, and aluiute,-l- ilivilii- digest what you eat whether you eat
SANTA FE, N. M.
due notice in writing from the liuild-- j
auie at me i. .j i:me.
or not.
You an put yemr food in a
ing, Plumbing and Electrical Inspec- massacre, easy and
for
bowl, pour a little Kodol Dyspepsia
Grape-Nutsimple to a,
onde;ilul in its effect.
tor, shall, upon conviction thereof, hej
Cure on it and it will digest it the
i, ,, living nmnunic-nit sure-ito the
fined In a fciim not less than $10.00
same as it will in your stomach, it
t
rONSUMPTION
" What's in a
( M ad.i-truth of
Price
THE FORTY-SEVENT- H
III ir isoneu
YEAR BEGINS SEPT.
an't help but cine- Iudigc-s- ion atul Dyer.e'i,
umie man
"05
,.
V,
namer"
OUGhS and
renlv. " ainmlv Mother's
FOR
not Uss than t n days nor mote t.'ian
for breakfast
60c h $1.00
spepsia.
It is curing hundreds and
iOLDS
rrienel."
o. at a drut jists. Send
t lil ty days, or both fcuch fine and
Free Trial.
thousands some bad faith ami some
iioi look, " j; uherhood." It U frees.
Imprisonment, at the discretion of the
didn't. Koibd will cure you if inedi-nerves
brain
well
UuiLk.-fand
unci
for nil
Cure
court, for each and every offe nse, each1
Dradtio!j Regulator Co.,
ine can cur.- you, whether you have
THROAT and LUNG TROUB I & BR0 BOTULPH
PRESIDENT
nourished all day
day to constitute a new offense.
faith In it or not. Sold by all
M7 JtMIJi, CM.
Q
LES, or 3T0NE1 BACK.
Sec. 0. All ordinances and parts of
IKKB&aSiOtt
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the gt eater portion were not to be.
used before September 30, the funded
debt, July 1st, was, without counting
bonds In the treasury. $265.986,5"(.
The actual interest charged for the
year ending June 30 will amount to
$10,689,958. The mileage owned July;
1
by the system companies
was
i ne average ireigui irain
u.ioi.u.
revenue Tor a freight train mile was
$2.82, against $2.75 last year, or 2.55
per cent. The average passenger train
revenue for a passenger train mile
was $1.12, as against $1.15 last year,
or 2.61 per cent.
Tons of revenue freight carried one
mile increased $47,820,439, r 1.02 per
cent, while the freight car mileage
decreased 9,firt!,080, or 2.01 per cent,
and the freight train mileage decreased 671.710 miles, or 3.29 per cent. The
number of assengers carried one mile
Increased 3a,3ti0,O08, or 6 per cent.
The passenger car mileage Increased
7.336,311 miles, or 8.91 per cent, and
the passenger train mileage Inci eased
1,0189,696 miles, of 7.62 per cent. The
cash on hand June 30 was $9,580,084,
and the securities (estimated cash
value), $2,947,026; a total of $12,527,-11-

and good furniture are synonymous. While we make
of medium and high grade furniture we also carry
line of cheap furniture, and are In a position to cater to all
tastes and pocketbooks. We can sell you, a cook stove for $7 or
$70; we can sell you a bed for $2.75 or $40; a chair for 60 cents
or $25; a rocker for $1.50 or $30; a dresser for $6 or $65; a table
for $1 or $40; a mattress for $1 or $3. Other articles too numerous to mention, but If you win call around we will take pleasure
in showing you. "GET THE HABIT."

EMMONS

0

J. D. EMMONS
Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co., Corner Coal Are. and 2d St.

OO0OOOOOO
Hnrarana
1

Railroad Topics
The Santa Fe Pacific Railroad company, w"nIoh recently turned Its lands
forest reserve
In the San Francisco
back to the government. Is now scrip-plnland in western New Mexico.
The Prescott Courier says: For the
benefit of a few torrid valleys In Arizona, the railroads give a cheap summer excursion to the coast. The best
time for the people of all northern
Arizona to go to the coast is In the
has
winter time, for northern Arizona any
a far better summer climate than
poition of California.
.
The American club of Guadalajara.,
Mexico, will give a ball October 26,
for the general passenger agents of
their
the American railroads and agents
wives. The general passenger
are going to Mexico to attend the convention of the American Association
of General Passenger Agents in the
City of Mexico, and will visit Guadalajara after the close of the convention.
They will reach Guadalajara on the
afternoon of October 26. Governor
Ahumada will also ai range an entertainment for the passenger men.
g

TROLLEY COMPETITION
WITH STEAM CARS.
Missis-sip- l
A trolley system from the
river to New York city is probably under way, judging from the deals
in ti action lines that are now being
made. It is said that long distance
trolley traveling is made possible by
the Sandard Oil crowd, through their
ally, the United Gas Improvement
company, of Philadelphia. The latter
company is working through the
synMorgan
and Widener-Elkin- s
dicate of Philadelphia.
Randall--

HAD FELLOW TRAVELERS
ARRESTED FOR THEFT.

Claiming that he had been robbed
of $3,2UO, while asleep in his berth,
Louis J. Kugle, of Manchester, N. H.,
caused the arrest of six of his fellow
nasseneers on a Delaware, Lacka
wanna & Western train upon its arrival at Buffalo from New York on
Wednesday. One of the number is a
Kugle says that when he enwomantered his berth he- placed his roll of
When he
bills under a blanket.
awoke, according to his statement,
his money was gone.
His companions claimed to know
absolutely nothing of the alleged robbery. The police allowed one of the
men to go.

In yard
work the new coupler will come r.i
contact with all sorts of couplers and
Its efficiency under all conditions wiil
he tested thoroughly.
If these tests are successful, and
Mr. Hurley and the officers of the
mechanical department of the Santa
Fe, as well as Inventor Botkln, art
sanguine that they will be, the couplet
will be adopted immediately by the
Santa Fe. Mr. Botkln, the patentee,
He
is not a stranger to Topeka.
worked in the Santa Fe sjtops here
until five years ago, when he went to
Osage City. He has been working on
the coupler for a long time and It was
only a few days ago he received the
patents on it. If it Is a success, and
there Is no reason to believe that it
will not be, Mr. Botkln will make a
big fortune as all th railroads In the
country are on the lookout for a simple coupler that will do the required
work.

test that can be Imagined.

THE TIE PROBLEM

SERIOUS.
"The railroads of North America
will have a serious proposition confronting them about 1920," is the
statement of a well known contractor
who has built many miles of railroad
In both Mexico and the United States.
"It will be the difficulty of getting
new ties. The life of the oak tie is
m
fifteen years, and In 1920 all of the
EASILY UNDERSTOOD
ties in the country must be replaced.
SANTA FE STATISTICS There Is not enough material in North
From the tenth annual report of the America to do it. An authority hasA., t. & s. P.. maii
nubile last week. ngured. it out tnat tne number or raufor the fiscal year of 1903-4- , the fol- - j roa'l ties employed in the railroad
j service amounts up to eighteen figures.
lowing facts have been gathered:
The total number of miles operated lrn ties will not do. They are too
were 8,318, an increase of 17.14. The rsid. It will be either to import from
gross earnings for the year were $68,- - Africa of South America or Invent
375,837; the income from other sour- - some substitute for wood. The need
ces $813,902, and the total Income'0' reforestation will strike the rall- J69.189.739. Rentals and ofher charees roads wnen it Is too late.
amounted to $47,835,833, and fixed
For AM Kinds of Piles.
charges. Including accrued interest on
the adjustment bond $9,611,510, leav- To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a
ing a net income of $11,742,346, equiv- cut without leaving a Bear, or to cure
alent to 5 per cent on the preferred boils, sores, tetter, eczema and all
stock and 5.92 per cent on the common skin and scalp diseases, use DeWltt's
Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for
stock outstanding.
Dividends were paid as follows: bllni, bleeding, itching and protruding
Preferred stock, $5,7u8,69u; common piles. Stops the pain instantly and
Get tho peniilno
stock, $4,078,220. including the $32,- - cnrps ncrmanpntlv
420,000 of convertible bonds, of which' Sold by all druggists.
GROWING

i

HAS BEEN SUED
FOR ISSUING A PASS.
Attorney Rhoton ibas
Prosecuting
filed a suit 'against, the St. Louis, Iron
RAILROAD

Mountain & Southern Railway company for $2,000, the full penalty for
issuing free transpoitation to state
officials and members of the legisla-

ture.
It is alleged in the complaint that
officials of the Iron Mountain issued
a certain state senator, whose name
will be disclosed at the proper time,
free transportation over that road.
The penalty under the statutes Is a
fine of $200 to $2,000 against the rail-

GEORGE J. GOULD

AGAIN

WITH A FIGHT ON HAND

road, and a like fine, removal from
from
and future disbarment
holding office, against the guilty legislator.
m

Age

9
IN MORE

Returned from abroad to commence

.47.

Eldest son of the late Jay Gould.
Chief trustee of the Jay Gould estate, estimated at $1uO,0ihi.oOO.
Was trained from youth to handle
the Gould fortune.
Was left a special inheritance of
$5,000,000 in his own name for his
zealous attention to the affairs or his
father.
Lives at I.akewood, N. ,T.
Is married and has seven children.
After college went on a tour to

THAN THREE YEARS.
W. II. Ames, telegraph operator in

the Mexican Central station in Juarez,
left for the city of Chihuahua Wednes-

day to spend four or five days. From
Chihuahua he will ; eturn to Juarez
for about a month, when he will make
an extended trip to the City of Mexico, remaining off duty for thirty days.
This is the first vacation that Mr.
f
Ames has taken in three and
years. His health has not been of
the best for some little time and he
has been feeling in need of a rest.
During the absence of Mr. Ames, P.
II. Burke, formerly night operator at
Juarez ami now in agent Trull's office, is taking his place.
one-hal-

his business career as a clerk in the
Western Union offices.
Is of a serious turn of mind, and set-lie-

determined manner.
Often takes and sends his own telegraph messages at his 195 roadway
'
office of his home.
Knows every necessary detail of
every railroad- - controlled by him.
Is tated the hardest working millionaire in the I'nited States.

NEW COUPLER WILL BE
TRIED IN TOPEKA YARDS.
According to the Topeka Journal, J.
general manager of the
Hurley,
E.
ianta Fe, has arranged to have samples made of a new coupler which has
been invented by Charles R. Iiotkin of
Osage City, Kansas. Letters patent
have been granted Mr. Iiotkin on the
coupler by the I'nited States and Canada. It is expected that the coupler
It is
will prove a great success.
simple in all respects and is not burdened with the many and dangerous
complications found on similar devices.
It is tli' intention ef Mr. Hurley,
afur tin- sa:ii !e couplers have been
made, to put them on some of the
engines used in the Topeka yards, and
thereby give them the most severe

Ur 1Mb UU1NDI1IUN
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Fitfst National Bank
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS,

AUGUST 25, 1905

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts,

LIABILITIES

Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

63,222.60

Capital and Profits
Circulation,

Banking House and Furniture,
United States Bonds, $ 323,009.00

33,500.00

Deposits,

Cash and Exchange,

--

1,310,015.50

Total,

$1,191,220.39

-

-

285,030.28
x

200,000.00
2,470,928.21

1663.015.50

Total,

$2,955,958.19

Depository of the

A. T. & S. F.

$2,955,958,49

Railway System

V

0

m Evening Citizen Wants!
Cent

On

lor

Making a Hit

Word for Each Insertions

WITH OCft

Ta lasare proper classification sdt far this
mast ke la the office before J o'clock
p. m. Ads honed receive the tame careful attention that is riven to ads bajtaxht to office.

PJIsnor Boor

F0R SALE Two young canary birds,
WANTED
guaranteed singers. Call at No. 6ul
Is what wo are doing w4th evry
WANTED Clean rags. inquire at
Tijeras avenue.
one who teats Its deltclmta flaThe Citizen oMice.
vor and strengthening quafftiea.
bjii SALE Engine. Owing to en
WANTED rhree painters, highest
There Is no warm weather Bevlarglng our power plant we offer for
wages. C. A. Hudson.
erage that con com pare wtth
power,
sale one 8x12,
WANTED Roomers and uoarders.
thla refreshing drink on worm
Buckeye automatic cut417 West Silvor avenue.
day.. It la not only pleasant to
off engine, for $250. Can be seen In
taste, but la Invigorating and
WANTED
operation at our mill. It Is an exGirl to assist with cooking and housework. 315 South Third
wholesome. $3 per esse of two
cellent machine. The John Becker
company, Helen, N. M.
dozen quartos; $2 per case of
street.
two doion plnta.
WANTED A girl or woman for general housework. Apply at 210 North
Co
Sixth street.
on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
WANTED
Auto. Phone 292.
At once, a competent girl Wagons and other Chattels; also on
ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE.
Colo. Phono 85
for general housework. Apply 623 SALARIE3 AND WAREHOUSE REKeleher avenue.
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and aa high
WANTED
Man to work around city as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
home. Good position for responsible and strictly private.
Time:
One
month, to one year given. Goods reman. "A.," this office.
your
main In
possession. Our rates
WANTED
Girl for general
small family, good are reasonable. Call and tee ua beborrowing.
fore
wages. 723 South Edith street.
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
WANTED
Ladies to bring their hair Steamship
passenger
Fast
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parti
tickets to and from all
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All
of the World.
parts
of
world.
the
avekinds done to order. 113 Iron
Connections at Torrance, N. M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
nue
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
315 West Railroad Ave.
WANTED
A white gentleman cook
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
PRIVATE OFFICES.
for hotel; good salary; apply at
Fe with the Denver & Rio Orande railroad.
Open Evenings
once to European hotel, Gallup, New
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
WHERE TO DINE WELL
Mexico.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railSANTArC RESTAURANT
way, via Torrance, N. M.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanMEALS AT ALL, HOURS. Quick
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
Your business respectfully solicited.
south of viaduct. Send address and time, good service, at reasonable
W. H. ANDREWS,
S. B. ORIMSHAW,
The nearest place in Albuwill call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. prices.
Pres. and Qen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
querque
to
depot.
Open
Santa
Fe
0
WANTED
First class dressmaking, day and night. Bar In connection.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
also cleaning and remodeling of laLYNN, HAVEN BAY, and BLUE
J. P. LYNO,
A. L. GRIM SHAW,
dies' clothes. At 113 Iron avenue,
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt, and Pass. Agt 0
OYSTERS In any style. First
three doors south of the Congrega- POINT
street and Silver avenue, opposite deGENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.
tional church.
pot. Meal tickets, 21 meals, for $5.
By Chicago wholesale
WANTED
and. mail order house, assistant
MERCHANT TAILORING
manager (man or woman) for this
county and adjoining territory. Salary $20 and expenses paid weekly; UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
expense money advanced.
AVENUE, O. BAM
Work
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
pleasant; position permanent.
No
investment or experience required.
My merchant tailoring shop is upWrite at once for full particulars
over No. 209 West Railroad aveenvelope. stairs
and enclose
A ft
where I solicit the patronage of
Thomas J. Cooper & Co, 132 Lake nue,
VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS
the public. All work guaranteed first-street, Chicago, 111.
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
WANTED By Chicago manufactur- perience in the business. Suits made
ing house, person of trustworthiness to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
The beet machine in the
and somewhat familiar with local repaired. The specific I use will not
world. This is no experiterritory as assistant In branch of- Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
ment, but has been testfice. Salary $18 paid weekly. Per- also cleaned and walking skirts made
ed and tried, and has
manent position. No investment re- to order. Give me a trial.
,000 In use.
It 70a
quired.
Previous experience not
O. BAMBINI.
interested in typewressential to engaging.
Address,
iters call or address
Manager Branches, Como Block,
Wards of Pneumonia.
Chicago.
All coughs, colds and nulmonarv com
GEO. S, RAMSEY
plaints that are curable are quickly
FOR RENT
cured by One Minute Cough Cure.
FO R R K NT Fu r n s h e d
213 Clears the phlegm, draws out Inflam401 W. R. R. Are.
West Marquette,.
General Agent for
mation, and heals and soothes the afFOR RENT 1.4oii.pound safe, Apply fected parts, strengthens
New Mexico
the lungs,
to F. F. Trotter.
wards off pneumonia. Harmless and
FOR RENT Rooms with board. 315 pleasant to take. Sold by all druggists.
South Third street.
Two furnished rooms
Kolt RENT
See the window display of the Rio
13
.1.
for light housekeeping.
Inquiie at
Grande Woobu Mills at the Globe
3'Mt North Broadway.
A
N
AND
LUMBER
then ask for those $:t 50 walk-- j
FOR RENT
Nice room, ever) thing store,
lug skirts.
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT
BUILDING PAPER
Always
new and pleasant. 415 North SecCovers more, looks best, wears
ond street.
stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement,
A Pleasure to All.
longest,
most
full
economical,
FOR RENT Furnished rooms by the No
measure.
Pill Is as pleasant and iwsitlve as'
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
week or luomh at
West Tijeras HeWltt's
Little Early Risers. These
avenue.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
Famous Little Pills are so mild and,
rOR KENT Two large store in mis. effective that children, delicate ladies
centrally located. Inquire 312 West and weak people enjoy their cleansing!
Lead avenue.
elfect, while strong people say theyl
Full KENT Two elegant rooms, suit- are the best liver pills sold. Sold by
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works 0
i
able for man and wife. 115 North all druggists.
Sc eond street.
Hnaid If preferred.
. HALL, Proprietor
?.
0
For a mild, easy action of the bow-- !
Foil ren' T'urnisli"ed rooms uTr
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
housekeeping. Large and airy. Cor- els, a single dose of Doan' Regulets
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
ner of Sixth street and Railroad Is enough. Treatment cures habitual!
0
constipation; 23c a box. Ask your'
avenue.
Kmpmlrt on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
druggist
for
them.
FOR RENT Two cheap rooms for
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
light housekeeping.
0
Mrs. H.
E.
New Hotel and Rooming House.
Km lierford, curner of Broadway and
.Open September 11, at 821 South
Ir.int avenue.
Third street. Your patronage solicitFull RENT
Two nicely furnished ed. Special rate to regular boarders.
rooms for li lit housekeeping.
InfJ
Mrs. U. Green, proprietor.
tJ
CARRIAGE TRIMMING AND RE- .
at
quire of Mrs J. C. Martin, 5ul North
Heavy, Impure blood, makes a mud- !q
Second Street.
PAIRING
Q
Apartments in I'a.k dy, pimply complexion, headaches,
lull RENT
nausea,
indigestion.
blood
Thin
makes
Wagons
Spring
Harness,
to
Built
A
View terrace, tight rooms each;
modern equipment throughout.
H. you weak, pale, sickly. Burdock Blood
bitters
makes
blood
pure
rich,
red,
the
If. Tilton, room l!i Grant block.
restores perfect health.
0
0
HORSESHOEING
FUR RENT Two large store rooms,
warehouse and twelve living rooms,
Plans to Get Rich
0
CARRIAGE
PAINTING
suitable for hotel purposes, with are often frustrated by BUdden break- '0
largo yard In rear and all neces- downs, duo to dyspepsia or constipa1
sary outhouses. Everything new and tion. Brace up and take Dr. King's
modern. Mrs. Brault, corner of New Life Pills. They take out the A
Cor.
First
Street and Tijeras Road ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
Broadwav and Marquette avenue,
materials that are clogging your energies,
you
a new start. Cure
and give
FOR SALE
headache and dizziness, too. At all
drug
stores; iioc, guaranteed.
FOR SALE A nice bay mare; also
a nice saddle pony. W. ii. McMil-lion- ,
NOTICE.
0
real estate dealer, I'll West
QUICKEL & BOTH E, Proprietors
Mrs. II. R. Yewell has left my bed
Gold avenue.
remo,
board
and
and
and
abandoned
T Ranch of 10(5
SALE UR-Ktoil
fuses to return. This, therefore, Is
0
house, alfalfa, orch to
ae;es;
notify all
that I will not
ard, all irrigable; will sell all or lie responsibleconcerned
any debts contractfor
part. Box 4. city.
ed by my wife, said Mrs. II. R. Yewell,
FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies. Imported 0
FOR SALE A gi ntle lamily driwug from and after this date.
and Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
or
horse, with harness and buggy;
H. R. YEWELL,
lager served. Finest and best 1 Imported and Domestic Cigars.
particulars
separate. For
seo Rev.
September 29, 1905.
0
So. lie, 224 South Walter street.

Money

Loan

Southwestern Brewery& Icq Company
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Santa Fe Central Railway System
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the recent wreck
-

:

Tive

MAKES A
VERY BAD BREAK.

According to the Wellington News,
of the Santa Fe Cali
fornia Limited at Walton developed a
"fool" conductor. Two of the sleep-era in the wrecked train did not leave
the track and were practically miin-- l
Jured, and all of the wounded had been
placed in them. It being close to New-- !
ton. a claim agent was soon on the
ground, making settlements with those
who were hurt. The passengers were
expecting an engine to come any minute and take them to Newton, but it
did not come. The claim agent was
working hard and getting many releases, but quite a number would not
sign. After so long a time the conductor of the train came into the
sleeper containing most of those who
would
not settle, and said: "This
train will not go to Newton or anywhere else until everybody has signed
releases." He came very near being
mobbed and doubtless will lose his
Job for making this break.

W

UNDERWOOD

office

CONDUCTOR

FURNACE
FEEDER FOR ENGINES.
Reporting on the mechanical stoker
to the thirteenth annual convention of
the Traveling Engineers' Association,
held at Detroit recently, C. A. Kraft,
road foreman of engines on the Ohesa-peaK- e
& Ohio, gave some of the results of experiments with the stoker
by the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chft-ag&
& St. Louis, and the Chesapeake
Ohio railways. Passenger engines on
one division of the Big Four between
Cincinnati and Chicago, were equipped
with the stoker and have been in operation since the first of the year.
These stokers are attached to locomotives with wide fire boxes, and the
result Is, says Mr. Kraft, that the
stoker does Its work efficiently and
economically, and that tho fireman,
having once become acquainted with
tho stoker and recognizing its labor
saving features, becomes its enthusiastic supporter. Railway World.

v

MECHANICAL

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH
COMPANY SUED.
Charles Atkins, a minor, Is suing the
Western Union Telegraph company
for damages In the sum of $1,990, alleging that the company delayed in
delivering two telegrams addressed to
him and thereby prevented him from
attending the funeral of his mother,
says the El Paso Herald.
The suit Is brought by the plaintiff's
next friend and sister, Mrs. Anna
In the petition, It is alMeGehee.
leged that Mrs. MeGehee on June 24,
last, filed a telegram in tho local office of the Western Union, addressed
to her brother, who was employed at
the office of the Southern Pacific in
Tucson, Ariz., notifying him of the
death of bhelr mother, Mrs. Lucy Atkins. This telegram, and another, It
is alleged, were not delivered to At
kins until June 26, and after tne;
funeral had been held.

-

FIRST VACATION

The grain crops of the year were
smaller than usual, but there was a
light Increase In the cotton movement
and a considerable increase In lumber.
There was also an increase In the passenger business, largely of a local
character, which was gratifying, as
showing an Increase In the density
of population along the lines as well
as a condition of general prosperity.
due to
By reason of Interruptions,
floods, the through business, both passenger and freight, suffered severely,
but in the case of the passenger business, the loss was more than made up
by the local movement.
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GEO

J. GOULD.

Europe and chummed with King Ed- ward, then Prince of Wales.
Polo is his chief amusement. Next
to It is yachting.
Recently rtailze.l his ambition to
make the Gould lines extend from the
Great Salt I.ake to the Atlantic.
Has increased the Gould mileage
f i om C.nin) to over 1 f,,0()il.
Not afraid of rate wars, having developed his railroads with a view to
carrying freight at a smaller expense
than any other road.
His friends and backers In enter- prises hve included Russell
agf
Andrew Carnegie, John D. Rockefeller
and Jas. ii. ltde.

Spent some years as a broker in
Wall street to b arn the working of
the business,
His foes in the financial world have
included J. Pierpont Morgan,
tin
ander .1. C'as.-:iIsland and
E. II. Harriman.
Controls the Missouri Pacific, the
Wabash line-- , the New York Elevated
railway system ami the Western
I'nioti Teleg;a;ih cumpany interests,
which ri present a capital of
Alex-Roc-

$100,-000,00-

With the aid. it is said, of Rockefeller, waged a stock exchange war
upon the Pennsylvania and made the
latter welcome a truce.
1

ZIECER CAFE

EN

OAR AND CLUB ROOMS
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There's no torture can catch me hereafter
That 1 haven't endured It and more,
Since with grim, demoniacal laughter
Satan brought the piano next door.
Oh, golly, "Irish Mo.Iy,"
And "Yankee Doodle Boy! '
And don't the demons smile
At the strains of "Just My Style".
On the jangling piano next door,
The mangling and wrangling, benighted
and blighted piano next door.

MEXICO OF OLDEN DAYS

Ih Public Opinion, recently, James A. Leroy describes
the invasion of ,Mexico by modem customs ami Ideas. The
old customs, and with them much of romnnce and charm,
are passing away. The plaza promenade is becoming less
popular as it becoes less "select," and the members of the
old aristocracy take little fir mi part in It, since the people of the new middle and middle-uppe- r
class have begun
to make It their own.
Industrialism is, of course, responsible for the growth
of a middle class, especially in the towns; for the rural
districts propefr remain as yet but little touched by it.
The proclamation of political independence by Mexico,
and tho establishment of a government avowedly liberal
In principles, have played their part in giving those whose
possession of property is but moderate, or whose fortunes are newiy made, a
they had not in
the old days.
Even the laboring classes of the cities, especially the
families of the modern artlzans, when they have acquir
ed American shoes and donned the style of garb that is
reducing the whole world to sameness, will Invade the
circle of the
promenade a circle once sacred to the elite. .
families have been establishing them
selves, by the Intermarriage of German, and sometimes
British or American immigrants, into Mexican families;
and their children, educated perhaps In "the states of the
north," return to set the example for a greater freedom
from restraint In the intercourse of the sexes.
The young people of the middle class or new upper- class families are often quite ready to follow In their
lead. So today we even have tho young ladles venturing
to Invite a few of their young men friends in for an evening at cards or an Informal dance with mamma in the
background, of course, but with a freedom of formal arrangements and formalities In Intercourse that bodes M
for the future of the tourist who shall come to Mexico
expecting to find the troubadour with his guitar serenad
ing a lady-lovhid in the curtained recesses of an
window.
Let no one think the chaperon Is yet dispensed with
in Mexico; but the iron bars are more ofteu "franked."
as the Spanish expression runs, than once might have
been possible till the suitor advanced to the stage of an
accepted member of the family.
d

Half-foreig- n

iron-barre-
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SOME STORIES

WISE

AND

SOME OTHERWISE

had excellent results, according to
Eugene Wood's article, "A SchfKil for
Boys," In the October number of
Everybody's Magazine.
"Statistics show," says Mr. Wood
"that out of the ll.noo boys who have
been in this school since It was start
ed, between 65 and 70 per cent have
made useful, honorable men out of
themselves.
How many of them
would have done so anyhow it is impossible to tell; but the chances are
that they would have all gone irre
vocably to the bad. else they wouldn't
have been committed.
Tlwy aren't
sent to Lancaster for making faces at
the teacher.
"Of these 7, nun or so rescued boys
some have done extremely well. One
man I know of Is now a millionaire of
very great Importance in the woiltl.
He is pr.Ttid of the fact that he was
a boy there. He takes his friends to
the place to show it off to them nnd
tell what It did for hitn. The turning
point in my life.' he says. There are
others in very high positions in the
state of Ohio and other states, men of
affairs, trusted men, that say the
same thing."

Schilling's

V.2?t mn!:e

business. Your
rui;i
it.
generous with Moneyback
costs him nothing; costs nobody anything.

fimej;

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

M. BERGER

I BAIN AND

& EAKIN

l'on.-r-

114 West Copper Avenue.

COPYRIGHT

O.

CARRIAGES, BUGGIES and
HARSPRING WAGONS,
NESS and SADDLES, at
SAVING PRICES.
MONEY
Everybody welcome to look
rethrough our three-floo- r
pository.

N. M.

Automatic Phone,

199.

DINSDALE

J. KORBER

& CO.,

Albuquerque, N. M.
Corner 1st SL & Copper Ave.

Boarding Horses a Specialty

;

.

OLD HICKORY WAGONS

Sole Agents.

eoooococ .oooocoooooooooooc
Sbippin'

Drayin'

Movin

HIS MOTHER'S BREAD,

FREIGHTS

He says,

have us once, you'll
Prices right;
call again.
there ain't no gougln'.
You

I
PAY
THE HIGHEST CASH
RAILROAD
YOUR
FOR
PRICE
TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU
SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSO
114
TICKET ' OFFICE,
SIATION
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
"Drip, drip, drtp, oil everywhere
oetter cook with safe gas.

ELKS' THEATRE

By

SO LIGHT AND

Stove or Range
used makes a
difference.

WELL BAKED.
Well,

the Albuquerque Transfer Men

The real cleaner and dyer. Lafirve
dies' and gentlemen's
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
lace curtains, etc. 509 Hen-dri- x
avenue. Old 'phone, Red,

there is a knack
in making; it,

His motherused
a Charter .Oak.

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

.

tOOCX)OOOCOOOOOCOOC)000000

The Albuquerque Hatters
and Steam Cleaners

s

But don't forget
the kind of

was always

COCOCOCXXXXXXXOCOCOCXDCOO
O. F. PLATT,

296-2-

BORRADA1LE & CO.. n? Cold Ave.

Hats cleaned and blocked in any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Third street and Gold avenue, in the car.
JEMEZ HOT

MONDAY
A

Deserted
Bride

TUESDAY

SPRINGS

the United

Carries

Time, Labor
and Money

STAGE LINE

States mall;

only line 'with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;

The saving ot time mean comfort.
The saving of labor means ease. The
saving of money mean economy. All
these saving can best be attained by
Installing a

rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. tor
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

M.

DRAGOIE

PENINSULAR RANGE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

In dollars and cent they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other, y You are most cordially Irivlted to examine our new

line.

Prices In Plain Figures $3Q and Up

AMBULANCE

taken at a fair valuation.

Old stove

For Moving the Sick or Injured.
Prompt Seilve Day or Night.

O. W.

VAUDEVILLE
PERFORMERS

Sunday, Oct. 8

STRONG'S SONS
Automatic,

Colo. Phone, 75.

THEATRE

Jr., ihf only koii of Charles I'oiht.
Ihf law cm ion yoods manufacturer, whose factory is a!
Hancock ami Noma si reels, Philadelphia, made a record for the lavish upend'.m; of money during a week's
stay at Atlantic City. Here U a sample of fine day. Two
dollars for lieinir called, t' to his waiter at breakfast, $7
AT 8:30 P. M.
for a shave, $ii to his iluky ro.liim chair pusher, a $u
uold piece to the hotel chef, as a reward for a partcu-larlThe l'rcscott, Ariz., Courier says that "without doubt,
.nice puree for his luncheon ; a box of 25 cent clears HARRY N ACE,
the lash of the national republican administration, which to the bartender, a similar ift to his bathhouse attendAcrobat and Contortionist
is for joint statehood, is making itself felt on the profes- ant, and a peneia! distribut ion or small change to all the
sional republican politicians of the territory." Evidently bell boys, with the pleasing remark, "Go out and enjoy SKETCH TEAM,
Richardson & La Byrd.
yourselves, toniKht."
the lash has not yet been app.ied in New Mexico.
JEWISH IMPERSONATIONS,
On the second page of this
is a litter from Hon. Director to Inmate.
H. Gibbs.
JoM-phis adhesion to the joint stateAntonio
Former l'fior Director and County Commissioner
hood cause, and bis Intended activity for the same. Ev- John C. Christy and bin wife have been sent to the MARIAN WHITING,
Orpheum Monologist and Music.
ery reader of The Cltiz n shouM carefully peruse the County Home, w here ho once adniiiiistert d fur tha Weletter.
lfare of the paupers.
HAMILTON SISTERS,
Thin case of pitiable ilestiluiou was called to the
Terpsichorean Artists.
H. J.
of Roswell, oih of New Mexico's .I'tetiiiiiii of tho Humane Society by a iiecjiiior, who re
rtmost prominent ci'izfiis, is inaKit g a t r n t )i ron
HUMAN
THE
of
part
ill
Heaver county
MOCKING BIRD,
sides
the Kouthcrin
zona tf ascertain the true sent inn i.t of the
Some years ago, Mr Christy was well-tA. Whistler.
of that
do, and
I a splendid
territory on the staebo'nl question.
ii
farm on the south side.
"AT
A
0RILEY'S."
Humorous Skit,
He bail saved sufficient to sustain himself and wife
Whiting & Gibbs.
Forty-founational banks were organized in August 'n comfort and plenty to the end of their days, but mislast in the United States. During the pa.-- t year liTt; new fortune came to him, it is said, and he hist all of hit
national banks have Lccn established.
property. Philadelphia North American.
Tickets on sale at Matson's.
r

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Albuquerque,

TT

is

CASINO

Char!.-

Bottled In Bond.

I

--1

Who take pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use ot
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

O. F. C.
WHISK E Y

ME LIN

T7

o

s

He Hadn't Made It.

These splendid Hats

irt!r.WWW
TU n.aypy
xiousewiie

THE CELEBRATED

HIGHLAND LIVER
STABLE

A Man From
Peat or Cornstalks.
In Ireland and Scotland at one time aud another the
manufacture of paper and book boards out of peat has
Mexico
been attempted, usually on a small scale. Two firms are
now making wrapping paper out of peat, but other material has to be added, the
peat paper being Seats on Sale Saturday, October 7, at
only about
peal. At present, at least, peat
Matson's Book Store.
pulp cannot be bleached.
Consequently only brown
25c, 50c, 75c and $1.
paper can be made out of it. Finally, straw and wood PRICES
pulp paiiers are cheaper.
Much more promising is the
m w industry of milking paper out of cornstalks.
If it
THE
be true, as reported, that a ton of cornstalk paper, equal
to that made of wood pulp fir rag, can be manufactured
for
to $'--'
the manufacturing cost of wood pulp or
ran paper runs from fiiu to $7r. a ton then the people
who own the patents on be new process are going to
.niioiiK i ne jiouieii go(s (it the earth, hii
the paper
BENEFIT FOR
trust will lie smitten woeful y. The fanners can find more
nrofitable use for their cornstalk than to make fire or
fertilizer of (hem
Everybody's Magu.lue for October.
three-quarter-

While
When

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

M. MANBE1UL,

The plan followed by the state of
Ohio, In remaking naughty boys, has

a

e

ALPirta

BOYS' REFORMATORY

THE RAPID PASSING OF

more-favore-

been erected by private
of Englishmen in the far

GOOD WORK OF

Take all that I've said and then double;
Think of discords and breaks by the score,
And you won't have a tithe of my trouble
From the Jigging piano next door
Its ragtime and Jagtlme,
Its
Holy Cities, coon-towditties,
,
pink-ping
That awful piano next door.
That Jawful and (unfortunately- - lawful
piano next door.
I'lnk-a-plnk-

HA.WES

You get the best Hat your money can buy anywhere for the price
come in Soft Hats and Derbies.

Just

subscription
east.

c&mvl,

DERBY

Wcr

1

It has

l

Three Dollars is a very popular Hat price these days. It suits the average Man.
many Men pay this price for a Hat, they get all sorts of returns for their money

"..Jv

blood-curdlin-
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With the murderous doings enacted
On tho cursed piano next door.
"Keep a Little Cozy Corner In
Your Heart for Me,"
"Under the shade of the
Old Apply Tree,"
Says the jungly piano next door,
The
note hurdling, pounded
and hounded, confounded, piano next door.

In prefacing

critiremark the two
cisms. The Citizen bus to confess that the objection they
mutually make is .well taken. While it has always been
difficult to secure exhibits of the nature mentioned by
tho critics, there has been almost always more or less of
such exhibits, the fair recently closed having the least
collection in these lines. Hut the territorial press must
not conclude that the. people of Albuquerque do not fully
appreciate the necessity of improvement over this year's
exhibit of territorial products, in fact. The Citizen can
state that some who have always contributed liberally
to the fair expenses, are even now talking that In their
next contributions they will insert a clause that a certain
per cent of premiums, say
must be devoted
to territorial products. But to the extracts:
The Alamiigtfrdfi News says: "New Mexico has what,
is termed a territorial fair but it is mure of a local aflair
than is conducive to the most good, and further partake;
of a street carnival and sporting and athletic contest. In
the sense ot the big agricultural fairs of other Mates
there is nothing of that nature in New Mexico and it is
certainly unfortunate."
The New Mexican said: "The Alliuquerque fair lias
been
from the standpoint of an industrial exhibition. It was a howling success from the sporting standpoint and every one who attended It had barrels of tun.
but it is to be hoped that sooner or later, preferably sooner, more attention will be paid to exhibiting products of
tho territory, specimens of handicraft of its workers and
of its schools, ami In bringing vividly to the eye of the
visitor graphic representations of tbo resources of the
southwest, 'ih,. good, old fashioned county fair of the
east should be the model rather than the race tracks of
the large, cities."

,

In the daytime I'm widely distracted
And at night I can't slumber and snore,

s

TERRITORIAL FAIR
with
following

at

AT HONGKONG

EDWARD

distance
For hearts that are weary and sore;
Hut how It embitters existence)
From the Jingling piano next door,
'liodolla'' can't steel ye,
Nor "Violets" heal ye
On the tinny piano next door
The twanging, the banging, the n
piano next door.

THE HUBDELL CASE

published In the Now MexiTho telegram,
can last evening, purporting to come from Santa Rosn,
Is a very amusing affair, any way one looks nt It. No
fine ran read It, and not feel confident that it was wilt-teIn the office of the Now Mexican. It Is Col. From'?
argument In the case, taken down from his own lips.
Hut should this Inevitable conclusion of every thlnkins
man who reads the effusion, by any possibility of rhnme
prove erroneous, then must one still laimh to think that
Hie New Mexican shou'd pay some one In Santa Rosa
to send a Ioiir telegram, containing not news but argument, which the editor of the New Mexican could have
written or would have written In Identically tho same
words.
Then, too, the telegram from Santa Fe to the Albuquerque Morning Journal is also peculiar In that It tells
what Is In tho writ, which writ the telegram says has not
could not tell what Is
yet reached Santa Fe. Even
In a thing which had not come to hand. By the way.
there Is good reason to doubt the statement that the writ
had not come to hand. In the absence of Supreme Court
Clerk Sena, who had the right to open court business and
thus be informed as to whether a certain document hud
come to band?
But the Morning Journal's editorial on the case Is
even more amusing that the telegrams referred to. That
editorial says that "Chief Justice Mills, of the supreme
court of New Mexico, has decided In the Hubbell habeas
corpus case that he has no Juricdlction In the matter, and
remands the ease back to Judge Abbott." Again it says,
"with the weight of authority on the side of the chief
JUBtloe, since being the higher official, his opinion Is entitled to greater fore." And yet again It says: "Mr.
.Mills acted in the capacity of a district judge, and Mr.
Mann acted in the capacity of a Justice of the supreme
court."
If Judge Mills acted In the capacity of a district
Judge, which the Journal editor asserts he did, then it
was District Judge Mills who acted in the habeas corpus
case, and not "Chief Justice Mills, of the supreme court
of New Mexico," as the Journal editorial stated with a
considerable flourish of inaudible trumpets. But one may
say that Chief Justice Mills and District Judge Mills are
one and the same. So they, are personally, but legally
and officially they are two entirely distinct people, as
much so as any Smith and Jones in the United States.
Chief Justice Mills cannot perform the duties of District
Judge Mills, nor can Mills, Judge of the Fourth Judicial
district of New Mexico, perform the duties of a justice of
the supreme court of New Mexico, whether lie in called
chief, that is chairman, of the territorial supreme court,
or whether he Is called associate justice, is
with other members of that court. Hence, the assertion
of tbo Journal editorial that Chief Justice Mills, of the
supreme court of New Mexico, did thus and so, that what
he did is entitled to the greater force Jiecause of his higher official position, is the merest bosh. It was IHstriot
Judge Mills, of the Fourth district, and Associate Justice
Mann, of the supreme court, who acted in the two cases.
by the
Hence, if there is any force in the position taken
-Journal editorial, it lies with Judge Mann,, since being
the higher official."
Again, that editorial says that Judge Mills decided
that he had "no Jurisdiction in the matter" and "remands
the case back to Judge Abbott." But the editorial fails
to tell the public that Judge Mills, believing he did have
Jurisdiction, issued the writ of habeas corpus, and that
upon that writ T. S. Hubbell was taken to Raton; but after Mr. Hubbell'a arrival Judge Mills changed his mind
and withdrew his writ, probably a thing never before
heard of, refusing to issue it for lack of Jurisdiction.
Then he refused bail to Hubbell, pending appeal, on the
ground that having withdrawn his writ, the case was in
Its original status quo.
So much the Journal editorial neglects t tell the
public, but It does say, plainly and emphatically that the
case was "remanded back" to Judge Abbott. What case?
Not the habeas corpus case, for that was never before
Judge Abbott, and so could not be remanded back to him.
Not any other phase of the Hubbell case, for no other
phase was ever before Judge Mills, and he could not "remand back" what was never before him.
Again the editorial in the Journal says that Judge
Abbott is "the object of two decisions In direct conflict
with each other." District Judge Mills decides that he
has no jurisdiction in the particular matter of a Hubbell
habeas corpus writ, but he makes no ruling as to Judge
Abbott whatever. He simply has a change of mind from
what he thought was his prerogative, when he 'summoned
Hubbell before him on a writ. He withdrew that writ,
leaving Hubbell as he was before the writ was issued,
but in no manner directing Judgo Abbott. Associate Jus
tice Mann, "of the supreme court of New Mexico," issues
a prohibition, preventing District Judge Abbott from taking any steps In the Hubbell case till the supreme court
meets In January. Here are two matters which have not
a point in common legally; yet the Journal editorial says
that they are in direct conflict, and Judge Abbott is "the
object" of both of them.
Was so short an editorial ever before so utterly

STATUE OF KING
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POINDED PIANO NEXT DOOR
Bv Wf x lonti

Ilitiilshed Daily and Weekly
W. ft. STRICKLER
W. T. McCREIGHT
Ruslness Manager
rresident
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THE McBRAIN

A

Gold

Ave.

Nice Line
and High Price Overcoats, for

Z

ROSEN FIELD, the Pawnbroker
"THE
The Largest
118 RAILROAD

Pawn-Brokin-

MAN

g

YOU CAN TRUST"
Establishment

AVENUE

in

the Southwest.
NEXT TO ST. ELMO

oooooeoooco coccccoooo
RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

OF DISSOLUTION OF
PARTNERSHIP.
The firm of P. Matteucct & Co., Is
this day dissolved by mutual consent. A. I.azzan will pay all outstanding indebtedness and collect all
amounts due the Arm.
NOTICE

General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

P. MATTEUCCI.
A. LAZZAN.
September 30, 1905.

Special sale of fine Hath Robe
IUaukets, Just the thing for your winter Hath Kobe. Choice, 2 each. See
window
display at the Golden Rule
Pry Goods company.

205

Sale Cheap, at

35-3-

Attend the special sale of Outing
Dressing
Night
downs.
Flannel
Siwques, Outing Uuderskirts and Outing House Robes, at the Golden Rule
Dry Goods company. See window

CO.,

oocooococo
0000000Xl
of Unredeemed

Miss Viola Kremer and Miss Agnes

Slillliorn announces tho opening of a
Barnett block.
studio in rooms
Miss Kremer is a graduate of the
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
Detroit, Mich., and will teach voice
and piano. Miss Stillhorn is a recent
arrival from New York and will take
a limited number of pupils in drawing
and water colors. Studio hours from
'J: 30 to 12, 2 to 4:30.
o
Steps Itching instantly.
Cures
piles, eczema, calt rheum, tetter,
Doau's Oiut
hives, herpes, scabies
inent. At any d:ug store.

FURNITURE

Both Phones

I

The St. Elmo

Third and Marquette

whisun
Wlnes.Brandles.Etfi,

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

120 West Railroad Arentse

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

I

LOCAL POLICYHOLDER IS
CAUGHT

i

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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IN CRASH

People
Many Albuquerque
Held Policies in Defunct
Insurance Company.
BUMNtSS IN HANDS OF RECEIVER
The Associated Press dispatches,
telling of the proceedings began
against the Western Life Insurance
Indemnity company of Chicago, by
Judge Ucithea, of the federal court
are beine watched with a great deal
of Interest by the readers of The Eve
ning Citizen.
It now develops that a number of
Albuquerque people hold policies in
this insurance company, which ap
pears to have become Insolvent and
which has been ordered Into the
hands of a receiver by the court. E.
I. Rosenfeld, the general manager of
the company. Is charged In a com
plaint filed against him with being a
"trafficker In and wrecker of life In
surance companies for his own personal profit and without any regard whatever for the rights of the policy holders."
As near as can be learned the Western Life has no agent or representative in Albuquerque. Its system was
to collect its premiums through the
mail.
It Is stated on good authority that
among those caught in this city are
several who have paid premiums to
the company for as long as twenty-fiv- e
or thirty years.
The Spectator Company, of New
York, which publishes a yearly Index
showing the condition and standing of
all the American and Canadian life in
surance companies operated on a le
gal reserve basis, makes no mention
of the defunct company.

order of the celebrated Joe Welsh In
his famed Yiddish dialect. The New
Mexico quartet, well and favorably
known In Albuquerque, has also volunteered Its services and taken altogether the bill offered for Sunday
night promises to be the best yet put
on at the Casino.
The performance on Sunday evening will mark the closing of the summer theater at Traction park and is
given entirely as a benefit to the vaudeville company, the Traction compa-nw- .
donating the theater for that evening to the troupe.
SUPERINTENDENT

COURT GETS

-

HOCK

Charles Kelly Found Not Guilty
of Larceny of Liquor from
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Received by Levy
Bos., Correspondent for Logan
& Bryan.
Harnett Building.
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GALLUP SCHOOLS ARE GAINING

The many friends of Superintendent W. H. Decker, one time principal
of the fourth ward school, wlli be
glad to know that he Is succeeding admirably in the schools of Gallup, and
such Is the report brought from there
by County Superintendent
A. U.
St roup, who has Just returned from a
business trip to the Carbon city. Mr.
Stroup spent the entire day last Tues-dawith the Gallup schools, visiting
different rooms ana has nothing but
words of commendation for Professor
Decker and his able assistants.
The enrollment at Ga.lup is also
larger than ever before In the history
of the town, having almost reached
the 300 mark. There is strong talk
among the authorities of yielding
gracefully to the demand and employing another teacher, thug relieving the
crowded conditions of the schools.
This condition at Gallup substantiates
the report that the boom that has
been gradually spreading over New
Mexico has reached the city on the
western border.
Gallup boasts of the only high
school In the country with a full commercial course.
Their high school
students study short hand, type writing, commercial arithmetic and other
practical studies with the same earnestness as is devoted in other places
to Latin, etc. This Innovation will be
watched with a great deal of Interest
by school men in other parts of the
y

The district court has entered upon
Its work for this term In earnest, and
has already disposed of several cases
on the criminal docket. In the case
of the Territory vs. Charles Kelly,
charged with larceny of a quantity of
liquor from the High IJfe saloon In
Old Albuquerque last April, the Jury
this afternoon returned a verdict of
not guilty and Kelly was released from
custody.
Late last evening, after deliberating
far several hours, the Jury, In the case
of the Territory vs. William K. Lee,
charged with assault with Intent to
kill, returned a verdict of guilty of
assault and battery. Lee will probably get a light Jail sentence.
This afternoon after the case of
Kelly had ben disposed of, the case
of the Territory vs. llartolo Tiujillo
onu .iirneucs vuaves was lancn up.
The defendants are charged with steal- ing sheep from the ranch of Nicolas
Ortega, on the 2d day of June of this
Ati,rnef M"deBto 0rtlz 8ppears
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OUTING FLANNEL GARMENTS

Night Gowns - Under Skirts

- Kimonas

- Dressing Sacques

Outing Flannel Night Gowns at
Reduced Prices for This Sale
Women's Outing Night Gowns, fill size, in good
DCn
.
quality of Outing Flannel for
.
.
00U
Women's Plain White Outing Gowns, made of best 0 nfl
Outing, extra full and long, on sale at
.
uliUU
Women's Outing Night Gowns in plain Pink and
I c
Blue, best quality Outing, priced for this sale at 0 I I 3
Women's Short Outing i Cp
Women's Outing Flannel
Flannel Petticoats for full
Long Underskirts for
Women's Outing Flannel Kimonas and Dressing Sacques
1
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Provisions.
October 5.
Chicago, Oct. 5. Closing quotations
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No. 3028 Territory of New Mexico,
vs. Tiujillo and Chaves; M. C. Ortiz, for today:
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December, 83c; May,
fine line
x
attorney.
'
Gowns
October 6.
Corn
October,
4974c;
December,
No. 2909 Territory of New Mexico,
44e.
vs. Miguel Marujo.
Oats
October, 28c;
December,
Mexico,
No.
2911
Territory
New
of
territory.
vs. Demetrio Munlz; T. C. Montoya,
The entire force of Gallup teachers
Pork October, $14.80;
January,
CONGRESSMAN S E. PAYNE
are planning to attend the territorial attorney.
No. 2H14 Territory of New Mexico, I12.27H.
Lard October, 7.17Vi: December,
association that will be
RETURNS FROM PHILIPPINES educational
held in Albuquerque during the holi- vs. Pascual Cutinola; W. C. Heacock, $6.77Mi.
attorney.
days.
Ribs October,
8.G2V4;
January,
October 9.
PROMINENT NEW YORK POLI
$G.42.
2SS3
No.
Mexico,
New
of
Territory
TICIAN PASSED THROUGH CITY THE DIVINE CATHOLIC
0
0
vs. Prejeros Baldonado.
Kansas City Live Stock.
LAST NIGHT ON HIS WAY TO
No.
Mexico,
Territory
New
2930
of
Cattle-Receipts,
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 5
HIS HOME IN NEW YORK.
CHURCH TO BUILD
vs. Ignacio Gutierrez; S. Burkhart, at10,000; market 10c higher;
0
torney.
Congressman Sereno E. Payne, of
native steers, $3.5O0'4.9O; southern
Schrader, of the Divine CathOctober 10.
New York, republican leader on the olicBishop
steers,
$3ft5; southern cows, f 1.75 ft
church, has been here holding
No. 2905 Territory of New Mexico, 2.75; native cows and heifers. J3f?
floor of the house of representatives
0
accompanied by a party of friends meetings the past ten days, and has vs. Salvador Anzures y Garcia; T. C. 4.15; stockers and feeders, $2.fi0sr
of his Montoya, attorney.
was in Albuquerque for an hour last Increased the membership
4.25;
bulls, $2ffi3.75; calves, 3?iS;
considerably. He also .seNo. 2922 Territory of New Mexico, western steers, $1.75 4.60; western
evening on his way east. The con church here
0
gressman was one of the Taft expe cured a lot in south Albuquerque, and vs. Faustino Lovato; Felix Baca, at- cows, $2(7? 3.25.
are
r
showlni
Fall
the
proposes,
in
the near future, to erect torney.
dition mat nas just returned from a
Sheep Receipts. 4,000; market was
;on, new de-- O
trip to the Philippines and other ahaschurch on the lot. Bishop Schrader
October 11.
and Winter
strong to 10c higher; muttons, $4f?
followers
all over the territory,
No. 2904 Territory of New Mexico, 5.10; lambs, $5.2507; range wethois,
countries of the Orient.
and
he
has
signs In
established churches in vs. Manuel Acuna; T. C. Montoya and $4.5(t(j 5.M; fed ewes.
Mr. Payne was enthusiastic about
$3.754.50.
sections. iTie bishop expects W. C. Heacock, attorneys.
0
the conditions in the islands, and re various
to
in
leave
days
few
a
for New JeruNo. 2907 Territory of New Mexico,
ported that the natives were fast be
Chicago Live Stock.
salem,
which
town
he established vs. Frank Mori and Lorenzo Azario.
Chicago. Oct. 5. Cattle Receipts,
ginning to realize that the rule of the
some time ago, and after remaining
No. 3058 Territory of New Mexico, lO.iioo; market strong to 10c higher;
Americans Is for their benefit.
few
a
go
days,
there
he will
to El vs. E. L. T. Draylington; W. C. Hea beeves, $3.75f? 6.35; cows and heifers,
He stated that he had enjoyed his Paso,
where he hopes to convert Hon. cock, attorney.
$1.40(Fi4.fiO;
trip immensely, as did all the other Felix
stockers and feeders, Offer to supply you with anything In
Martinez,
$2.15 4.25: Texans, $3.25 4.50; west- our line, at prices that are fair and
October 12.
members of the party, but neverthe other newspaperHon. Juan S. Hart and
sinners of the Pass
quare, and we are now making
No. 2913 Territory of New Mexico, erns, $34.75.
less, all were glad to get back to the City.
Sheep Receipts. 25,000 ; market
vb. Santiago Garcia; B. S. ROdey and
United States.
0
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And also a full line of
M. C. Ortiz, attorneys.
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LUMBER COMPANMexico,
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New
7.60.
of
THE SMPli HUNTER AND
FOREMAN INJURED.
Tuesday morning about 11 o'clock, vs. Gregorio Garcia; T. C. Montoya
Closing Stoc Quotation.
C. Heacock, attorneys.
HIV LIGHTED CANDLES John
Olson, foreman of the Alamo-gord- andNo.W.30(iS
99
Territory of New Mexico, .New York, Oct. 5. Closing prices; $12 Refrigerator
Lumber company's planing mill, vs. H.
Blue Flame Oil 8tovea.... $6.75
J. Farmer; S.. Burkhart and F. Atchison. 89V4;.pfA 104;.N. Y. C. $8.75
suffered: an accident which resulted 1n
Our prices tre the lowest.
To Evening Citizen.
$S
China Tea 8et
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10; Pennsylvania,: 144!if. Southern
breaking his right arm Just below the Moore, attorneys.
Ranchos de Atrisco, N. M., Oct. 6.
40o China Salad Bowla
25c
67T;
Pacify'.
Paelfio,
Union
13.
October
133;
Night before last a man by the name snouider socket, says the Alamogordo
Decorated Havlland China, at 20
No, 2915 Territory of New Mexico, pfd., 96',i; Amalgamated Copper
0
of Romero came to my place of busi- Advertiser, his back was also pain vs. Plutarco Nuanes; W.
per cent discount.
pfd., 105 M;.
C. Heacock, U. S. S..
ness and informed me that there was fully sprained.
75c Glass Berry Sets
25c
attorney.
Railroad
305
Avenue
With an assistant, he was wheeling
a young man near his home acting
35c Glass Water Pitchers
New York Money Market.
20c 0
3066 Territory of New Mexico,
very queer; that he had two lighted a heavy truck load of lumber into the vs.No.
New York. Oct., 5. Money on call, $1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
Ed. Hlckox.
candles and a sack. It was about 9 mill. A turn has to be made at the
strong
65j8
per
cent; prime mer- $4.50 Decorated Lamps
at
$3.25
October 14.
o'clock in the evening, and I thought door. One of the wheels struck ue
per cent. Bar $1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65o
2929 Territory
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of cantile paper,
we ought to go and investigate the door sill, sweeping the end of the lum New Mexico, and
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matter. I told Piacldo Barela, who ber around and knocking both men W. Dobson and
Buggy
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Wool Market.
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man was. Sure enough he was there, landed on his shoulder on a tie with vs. lomas Kulz.
ket steady and unchanged.
and as we approached I asked: "What nis bade across a steel rail. He was
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Spelter.
are yon doing here young man?" He helped up, and as soon as he recov
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St. Louis, Mr.,
5.
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Spelter,
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CARRIE CATT ARGUES RIGHT

EVENING CITIZEN

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

WEST HAILROAD AVENUE

SHOT AND KILLED BY

UNKNOWN NATIVE.
James K. White of Prescott, and
few of the respectable element live. David W. Hawkins of Hlsbee, both of
He forgot to mention also that in the Arizona, were
hot and killed the
gubernatorial election last year fur- other night "t t'"' Imperial Copper
ther frauds weie committed In this company's mine In the Silver Hell
district, and that this time not one district, by an unknown Mexican, B9
single woman was implicated.
they were' passing along the street.
There is no muse assigned for the
Effect Upon Women.
murdered men are
H"'h
Mr. Cleveland fears the effect of shooting.
A woman well known mineis. Hawkins was or-- !
suffrage uKn women.
whose name Is withheld has declared Iglnally from Colorado.
that the Ideals of the women of Colorado have been lowered, the delicacy 8ANDS CARRY GOLD
AND PLATINUM.
of their perception of riffht and wrong
In Its Investigation of the values
has been dulled, and that their womanhood has suffered. Yet every gover- contained In the black sand near Pres
nor, since Colorado became a state, cott, Ariz, tlie United States geolog-- ,
and hundreds of piomlnent citizens of leal snrvev found that the sand from

Famous International Woman Suffrage President
Writes a Quick Answer to
Article on Women at the Polls.
Ex-Preside-

(In the October number of the lilies' Home Journal, under the caphas get forth
tion "WViuld Woman Suffrage H Unwise?" Grover Cleveland
views tending to discourse women In their endeavor to urge the enfranchisement of their sex. Editor).
BY MRS. CARRIE CHAPMAN CATT.
President of International Woman's Suffrage Alliance and Former President
of Hie National Woman's Suffrage Association.

Colorado have testified ythat among
many good results of woman suffrage,
!rover CleveNew York, Oct.
the most valuable has been the gain
land is convinced that "divine wisin self reliance, strength of character,
dom" has assigned a special sjihere
higher Ideals and general information,
to women, and he knows exactly what
which hag come to women of the state
that sphere is. H"t, does Orover
under the Influence of the suffrage.
Cleveland or any other human buinK,
The people of that state, after ten
know God's will. or. t lie limits of the
years of woman suffrage, obtained by
sphere He has designed for either
a statutory and referendum act, voted
men or women? In Turkey women
it into the constitution by five times
are bought and sold, sometimes into
the majority which fitst granted it!
wifehood, sometimes into slavery. In
No movement in Wyoming, Colorado,
Australia women atijoy perfect equalUtah or Idaho has been made to dis
ity with men in nil matters of perfranchise the woman.
sona liberty. To which of these
The Expediency of Woman Suffrage.
spheres has Good assigned them?
Woman suffragists do not desire
woman enfranchised because it Is of
They
necessity an expedient step.
'
may believe that women will help to
purify polities, but they do not and
would not ask their enfranchisement
for these reasons. They ask it because
the right of representation is the Just
right of every adult citizen, and even
though " the votes of the thoughful
and conscientious would almost certainly be largely outweighed by those
in n
of the disreputable, the ignorant, the
MRS. CARRIES C HAPMAN CATT.
thoughtless ,the prejudiced and the
The;e surely Is but one "sane and delusion," it is simple logic, and to coerced," the suffragists would BtMl
of
wholesome" explanation of the variety concede the right of suffrage to believe In the enfrachlsemcnt
of spheres held by women, and that is women is not chivalry, IT IS SIMPLE women. They would recognize this
j condition as merely temporary.
the explanation .which science 'nas JUSTICE.
We may lament the political c6ndL- Results o Woman Suffrage.
given us, that the human race has
Mr. Cleveland finds support for his tlous, but evolutionists will not be
evolved out of barbarism by slow and
e
- blind to the fact that political
natural steps Into its present civiliza- position in the results of woman suf.although he recites but two In-- J ruptlon Is the symptom of "growing
tion, and that It will continue to
evolve into a civilization of the fu- stances to prove his point. In Utah, pains" of a great race,
ture as superior to that which we where women vote, the legislature: Evolution wll not cease while there
Ig- know today as ours is uperior to that elected a man who was unseated by are large classes of men who are
the United States senate, and it has noiant, unwise and dishonest; who
of primitive society.
now elected another, whose claim to have low Ideals and no public spirit,
The Ballot An Inherent Right.
It la the obligation of evolution to
a seat there is still on trial. This
Few woman suffragists have ever tie holds as one important proof why lift all such classes In to moral charclaimed the ballot for women as an woman suffrage in practice is a fall- - acter and Intelligent purpose. Deminhe. ent right. They claim it as an ure. Surely, the suffrage cannot be ocracy is a great factor in this
act of justice, not a concession of
to revolutionize leligioua opment. By and by" manly character
chivalry. The ballot was first given views, nor upset established customs. ' will no longer tolerate political cor-Thto men upon the principle that "taxMorman man and woman will ruption.
ation without representation is tyr naturally view the affairs of the world
Neither will evolution be satisfied
ranny."
while there Is a large class of Ignor- from the Mormon point of view.
unthinking
women.
Mr. Cleveland also calls attention to ant, coerced,
After a time men began to understand that there was something more the frauds of Colorado, which com- - Thyy, too, must be developed Into Belf
important in government than prop- pelled a member of the house of rep- - reliance and Independent character,
erty, and that was the man himself, resentatives to resign his position two
We shall never have great, honest,
who stood behind the property, and years ago. He says that this is repre-- ' strong, courageous men until we shall
so they aplied to American politics sentatlve made the statement that of have strong and courageous mothers.
the principle that governments derive the persons implicated very few were Democracy will train these women their Just powers from the consent of
"not more than 1 in 10 at the to strength and courage quite as sucoutslde." This Mr. Cleveland holds to cessfully asit is today training men
the governed.
In such freedom there is nothing to
He forgets
"Women are taxed and women are be a damaging statement.
governed, and for these reasons and to mention that the frauds were com- - fear, for the Divine hand will still con
for no other do woman suffragists ak mltted in the "red light district" of the trol fhe evolution of society.
CARRIE CHAPMAN CATT.
the ballot. This is no "sentimental city of Denver, where comparatively!
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SOME WONDERS OF
SPRY LITTLE MAN IS
STRANGE ANT LAND
COL. LEFFEL, OF OHIO
MARK IS PASSED

TWO MILLION

BETWEEN
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THIRD STREETS
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Granite creek. Colubbla and Walnut Q
contained all the way from a trace to
a small percentage of values In gold r
and platinum. The existence of the, U
following minerals was also dlscov-cam of
efaA
ll.mi (i it a mncrliotlto
aiorite, llnienlte, cpiuoie, lourmaune,
pyrite psetidotnorphs, zircon, monazlte'
and apatite.
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For the fall and winter of
may require.
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well dressed ladies will wear either white or black

as the occasion

0
0

NEW COUNTERFEIT TEN
OF THE BUFFALO BILL.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 5. Chief
Wilkle of the United States secret

service has announced the discovery

showing one of the most complete line In white and black dress fabric ever brought to this city, at
prices ranging from 20 cents to $2.50 per yard. Values unequalled at price named. Of course we have
an elegant lines of dress good In colors, and will be pleased to shw all callers our entire stock.
Is

of a new counterfeit J10 United States
"Buffalo" note. 4t la of the series of

letter B, Lyons, register and
Roberts, tieasurer.
s
The counterfeit is fully
of an inch longer than the genuine.
numbering and denominational "X '
are darker than the genuine. The
seal Is a trifle darker than the genu
ine. The back of the note Is printed
in a very dark green.
11101,

three-eighth-

NEW TJORMITORY FOR
EL TOVAR

DENVER

THE DINING
CAR SERVICE

&

HOTEL.

carpen
Last Saturday twenty-twters arrived in the city from Ix8 An-

RIO GRANDE

o

From the California Limited

geles and continued on to the Canyon
where they are at present engaged by
Contractor A. H. Harrell, on the con
struction of the new dormitory addition to the El Tovar, says the Williams
News.
As stated recently, the build
y
structure, 150x30
ing Is a
feet, and will contain about forty
rooms. Mr. Harrell informs us that
he will have the main portion completed and the roof on the same by
next Saturday evening.

Log Book)

"Scenic Line of the World"

two-stor-

'

j

devel-expecte-

'

'tS EICON D

A NARROW

ESCAPE
FROM DEATH.

William Dawson, an employe of the
Williams lumber company, had a nar
row escape from death the first of the
week, says the News. He was working on the track near the company's
mill, and a log train had just passed
by. Resuming work, lie failed to notice the return Of the train until a
native called to him to Jump for his
life. Just as the train was upon him
he leaped ami fell from the track,
clearln It with all except the toes of
his left foot, which were pinched off.

It Is peculiar that all of ns
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit, and we can't help It. I
am really ashamed to tay anything further, but I can't abstain. Tbe dining car service
on the California Limited Is too
good to be true.
K. T. W.

Shortest and quickest Una frem
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springe, and all Colorado polnta.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all line east and weat. Time aa quick
and rates aa low ae by other lines.
PULLMAN
8LEEPER3, DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On all through

SANTA FE IS THE WAY

trains.

No tiresome

delays at any station.
For Illustrated

advertising

matter

or Information, address or apply to
FOR PUBLICATION.
YOUNG LADY WILL
(H. E. No. 8471.)
RECOVER FROM INJURIES Department of the Interior, Land ofG.
K.
A.,
Colo.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25,
The recovery of Miss Manette My
1905.
ers how seems certain and it is
A.,
A.
Notice is hereby given that the folthought that she will be able to stt
up in two or three weeks, says the lowing named settler has filed notice
Raton Rnnge. Considering that her of his intention to make final proof
life has been despaired of until the In support of his claim, and that said
be made before the
last few days, this Is cheering news proof will
Do You Want Strength?
Full of Tragic Meaning
to her friends. It may be a long time probate clerk at Albuquerque, N.o
If you want to increase your strength are these lines from J. H. Simmons, of
before Miss Myers can put her weight M., on November 4, 190o.t viz.:
NOTICE

S.

P. & T.
Denver,
Santa Fe, New Mex.
S. BARNEY, T. P.
HOOPER,

Don-acian-

Valencia, for the southwest you must add to and not take from the Casey, la. Think what might have requarter of section 2, township 8 ndrtn, physical. In other words, the fooa sulted from his terrible cough if 'ae
Ants aie the athletes of the Insect
EXPOSITION ATTENDANCE BET- MIDGET BUSINESS MAN OF BUCKrange 6 east.
that you eat must be digested, assim- had not taken the medicine about
TER NOW THAN EVER BEFORE EYE. STATE IS 72, BUT CAN RUN world, easily carrying ten times their
He names the following witnesses ilated and appropriated by the nerves, which he writes:
"I had a fearful
weight.
own
,The
they
rear
edifices
AND JUMP LIKE' A YOUNGSTER
FAIR CLOSES OCTOBER 14TH,
residence blood and tissues before being ex- cough, which disturbed my night's
to prove his continuous
t
labor render the pyramids
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.: pelled from the Intestines. Kodol Dy- rest. I tried everything, but nothing
OVER
THE by
WELL KNOWN
AND CLOSING WEEK WILL BE
Jacobo Valencia, of Chilill, N. M.; spepsia Cure adds to the physical. It would relieve it, until I took Dr.
ridiculous; for the common wood ant
i
BIGGEST,
COUNTRY.
JoBe Mora, of Chilill, N. to.; Alejan gives strength to and builds up King's New Discovery for Consump
(formica rufa) will build structures as
dro Ronquillo, of Chilill, N. M.; Adam strength In the human system. It Is tion, Coughs and Colds, which comSpringfield. Ohio, Oct. 5. Colonel large as a hay cock, ail of mere frag
Portland, Ore., Oct. 5. With the
pleasant JLo the taste and palatable, pletely cured me.' Instantly relieves
Lopez, of Clilili, N. M.
two million mark passed, and pros- Joseph Leffel, midget business man, ments. If others aie satisfied with
and the only food combination of
MANUEL R. OTERO.
and permanently cures all throat and
pects excellent for rolling up another has just celebrated his 72d birthday smaller domiciles, it is because their
Register.
that will digest the food and lung diseases; prevents grip and
a
Colonel Leffel says he needs are sufficed; but all alike dwell A f C , Intra a crn ; r halnnffail r
half million before the gates are clos- anniversary.
enable the system to appropriate all of pneumonia. At all druggists; guared for the last time on the night of feels as spry as at 35; can run a foot amid their underground galleries and Raton Ice company. The heavy wagon ' "Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil Is the Its health and strength-givinquali- anteed; 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle
October 14, the Lewis and Clark Ex- race, kick a foot ball and enjoy him halls with the order and activity of a crushed her ankle In passing over her
free.
busy, well governed city.
No non and stie also sustained serious nervous best remedy for that often fatal dis- ties. Sold by all druggists.
position is an assured financial suco
ease croup. It has been used with
sense is talked in ant land about injuries which have retarded her
cess.
The remarkable attendance
papa bought a
SARATOGA
"Mother was
CHIPS FRESH EV- success in our family for eight years."
everybody being as good and great as
demonstrates also that the fair has
range.
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
Mrs. L. Whiteacre, Buffalo, N. Y.
anybody else, says the St. Louis Globe-pleased the people, and that is anothDemocrat. They nurse with lnfinte JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
er source of gratification. It Is evid
FRANK TURRILL DEAD
devotion the ant babies when they apent that the enormous attendance l
Judge Frank M. Turrlll, justice of
pear, putting them in the warm upper
could not have been rolled dp unless
galleries by day, and at night "tuck- the peace at Santa Rosa, Guadalupe
the fair had received frequent testiing them up" in the snuggest lower county, died at that place Sunday
monials from early visitors..
chambers. They bring liome stores of morning. His brother, George A. Tur-riiArcs
It is evident now that the fair will
of Cincinnati, in response to a
food to the ant city, for those are
be, in point of attendance and In ev-- 1
too
telegram,
few
a
late
arrived
hours
wrong
who say that the little creatures
ery other respect, the most successful
to see him alive. Judge Turrlll had
do not lay up winter provisions.
Comparisons
expobition ever held.
Sometimes whole colonies move to spent a number of years In the south
with the records made at the
new quarters.
Before long the emi- west in search of health. He was
Exposition at Omaha, an
grants will make the best of their new known at San Diego and Los Angeles.
exposition of about the same magnipassages, A few years ago he was assistant postlocation, by constructing
tude as that now drawing to a close,
chambeis, pillared halls, royal apart- master at Phoenix, Arizona. In his
and which has been generally concedments and iiurserU8 out of the earth native city, Cincinnati, he graduated
ed to have been the most successful
he
provided, and settling dow n to the du- from a law school In 1S!I'. In
of all fairs, show that the exposition
ties of an ant town. A little dab of organized company K, Eleventh Ohio
'will outdo the showing made by the
honey laid outside the colony, on the volunteers, for the Spanish-Americaeastern enterprise. This is considerThere are two classes ct remedies: those of known qualuncovered part of the tray, supplies war, but the regiment was never mused more remarkable when the stateand which are permanently beneficial in effect, acting
ity
entered
ho
Later
service.
into
them with food, which they come to tered
ment Is made that Omaha had a popjierltly, in harmony with natuie, when nature nteds assistfetch, emerging at gateways made at tlie Cuban postal service, where he
ulation of 13,0mi,uou within a day's
the edge of the glass cover. Thus remained during the American occu
ance; and another class, Composed of preparations of
journey, while there reside within a
i
recommences the regular existence of pation, being at Havana, and after- similar radius of Portland not more
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting tempoClenpostmaster
at
wards
may
grow
assistant
to number
the tribe, which
than l,8ou,tmo souls.
rarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
greatly
impairfuegos.
YeliOw
fever
a quarter or a half million IndividThe stock show, which opened on
function unnecessarily. One of the most exceptional of
ed his health and on his return from
uals.
September l'J for a period of ten days,
v
When the observer quietly draws Cuba, he sought the soothing influthe remediesof Unow n quality andexcellence is the ever
proved the crowning feature of the
a.slde the uppen lid, which conceals ences of New Mexico's climate, going
fair. It was a notable success, being
pleasant Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California
tt
tlie glass top, there lies disclosed the to Santa Rosa In 1'M, where his lite
by far the biggest show of the kind
Lo,, wlucn represents the active principles or
years.
In
over
was
four
prolonged
"
VAtfvJt :V" r'jnts ayrup
daily existence of the tiny creatures,
ever held in the west, and by far the
act most beneficially, in a pleasant syrup,
kno.vn
was
he
elected
enr
this
January
of
furnishing evidences of gifts utterly
During the time it
best attended.
Vtvlfdf? l - i It in which the wholesome Calif ornian blue figs ate used to con
astounding, and hardly to be disposed justice of tho peace, which oflrce he
was running, tlie attendance at me
filled with satisfaction until death.
of by calling it instinct.
fair showed a daily increase over the
tribute their rich, yet delicate, fruity flavor. It is the remedy
In one city thus suddenly revealed
average of about o.oou, and the week
of all remedies to sweeten and refresh and cleanse the system
WOMAN
A
YOUNG
to view will be seen the queen mother
ending September 21, was the largest
SHOOTS HERSELF.
gently and naturally, and to assist one in overcoming constiof truly royal stature compared with
in point of attendance of any during
Miss Kutima Evel, daughter of An
pation and the many ills resulting therefrom. Its active princiher children and subjects reclining
the fair period. The past week, with
Roy, in
in her throne loom. Ants come and go dres Evel, who lives west of
ples and quality are known to physician generally, and the
the stock show as an attraction durthrough the apartment, laying down .Mora county, lu what is known as
ing the first five days, and Portland
remedy has therefore met with their approval, as w ell as with
through
herself
Moutoya
Pocket,
shot
small white pupae the Infants of the
day on Saturday, promises to be still
the favor of many millions of well informed persons who know
heart last Thursday morning with
COLONEL JOSEPH LEFFEL,
bigger, and probably will show a total
stateand carrying them off again the
Colt's revolver. Heath1
of their own personal knowledge and from actual experience
has Inspected a
of iUU.uuu admissions lor me seven Beif witn the best of them. He raises when her majesty
instantaneous. The deceased was
mo fine chickens and pet stock for his touched, perhaps fed them. The ants- - wasyears
that it is a most excellent laxative remedy. We do not claim that
days. On faunday, September
of age.
'j?-If we may so stylo them 21
fj
will cure all manner of ills, but recommend it for what it really
Sunday attendance record was batter--1 livelihood. He has three grown (till
it
af-l
Ci; euinstanees surrounding the
ed by several tnousanu, wnen xne,,r,,n.
Colonel Leffel weighs sixty- - do not turn their backs upon the bov fair, says El Hispano Americano, givei
a laxative remedy of known quality and excellence,
represents,
-In
erelgn;
the direc
their heads are
17J68 admis- five lounds and is 3 feet 10 Inches
turnstiles registered
Ac-- ,
of
containing
strong
theory
a
suicide.
rise
of an objectionable or injurious character.
nothing
to
sions.
tall. He was at one time a council- tion of "the presence."
There are two cl.tsses of purchasers: those who are informed
In another city, whose squares and cording to the statement of her broth-U spite of the fact that there are man and Is a prominent Elk and lodge
er
Samuel Noranjo, who was
as to the quality of what they buy and the reasonsfor the excellence
more people in Portland now than at member. In the picture he Is shown streets are next unveiled, a different nearby w
hen the tragedy occurred,
any time since tlie fair opened, there in the regalia of one of his orders. He species live. They are, perhaps, the the girl had
of articles of exceptional merit, and who do not lack courage to go
of
possession
his
taken
pale
ants,
capture
who
and
colored
has been no complaint on account of is known personally over a large part
empty
elsewhere when a dealer offers an imitation of any well known,
lying
revolver,
been
which
liad
so,
may
slaves;
train
one
watch
and if
lack of hotel accommodations, or due of the country.
article; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know,
the luxurious masters, fed and attend under a bed for several days. Shel
to exorbitant charges by landlords.
ed by dark servitors, who scurry hith loaded it with caitrldges which she
and who allow themselves to be imposed upon. They cannot expect
This happy state of affairs, it is cerOFFICIAL MATIERS
er and thither, intent upon their du found in the pockets of a pair of Nu-- '
tain, will continue right up to the
its beneficial effects if they do not get the genuine remedy.
ranjo's
which
were
trousers
hanging)
visibly
of
ties,
performing
all kinds
eloho of the fair, because there is
To the credit of the druggists of the United States be it said
de- room,
in
the
bed
and
then
either
fighting
And
Established.
woik for the idle
Postoffice
ants.
room In Portland for a great many
herliberately
or
accidentally
shot
all uf them value their reputation for professional
nearly
that
at
slowly
A
up
wandering
been
postotlice
tstablixhed
has
and down the self, probably
more people than reasonably can be
the former. Her three'
and
integrity
the good will of their customers too highly to offer
expected.
In addition the weather Ote:o. Valencia county, to be served same streets and squares will be ob
and a small brother were In
continues to be all that could be de- from Los I.unas, seven miles to the served small wood lice, quite blind sisters
imitations of the
room
time,
the
they
the
at
Ijut
weiei
ap(iurule
by
ast.
but
the
Ancleto
baa been
domiciled and maintained
sired.
community, the functions of which ap- not aw an- of what she was doing unThe Lewis anil Clark Poultry Show, pointed postmaster.
t
pears
be keeping the city clean, til Die xliot was tired.
5
Appointed.
Postmaster
to
the dates fur which are October
Her brother had noticed that she,
Everett S. Ballard has been ap- for they will be seen feeling alwmt for
12 Inclusive, promises to lie an exhibhad been unusually quiet und morose
manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., and in order
ition of liih ijuatity, ami oik; of gen- pointed postmaster at Tuba, Coco- every scrap of dirt, and removing it
fur several days previous to the shoot-- ,
to buy the genuine article and to get its beneficial effects,
the housemaids of this ant people.
eral Interest. Western fanciers have nino county, Arizona.
iiik, but
be was unaware that sue
one has only to note, when purchasing, the full name of
shown themselves to be heartily in
had any trouble which would cause
RAILROAD TICKETS.
REMOVAL.
favor of the show, and have entered
tne company California Fig Syrup Co. plainly pnntedon the
to
her
suicide.
commit
310
West
We
Cut
Rates.
have
from
removed
their choicest bird, while from the
of every package.
front
Price, 50c per bottle. One size only.
scepe
of
The
the
visited
In
Fur
rates
reduced
Gold,
to
avenue
from
all
and
cnroiicr
Gold
to
217
West
the
unusast are a number of entries of
morning and detrat-dthe
Friday
go to Paulsen's
points,
M.
Moore
Association
office
by
Occupied
J.
the
ual lntere.
cided i hut an inquest would bo unnecRailroad ticket office. Railioad tickets Realty company.
essary.
WATER SUPPLY CO.
.
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S bought, sold and exchanged.
con-Join-

upon her feet, but her family feel so
sure of her ultimate
recovery that
they have slept for the past few nights
for the first time since the accident
occurred.
Miss Myers Is but 16 years of age,
and graduated here ' last spring, being the youngest pupil the nigh school
ever graduated.
U will be remembered that Miss My
ers was the victim of a runaway team
vv"
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& CO.

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Automatic 'phone, 635. Office, 208H
Weft Gold Ayenue.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocets

American League.
At I'liiladelphla
R H E
has been
THIRD
St.
i r. 4
return of Oech
and Sanborn, two of the heavy men I'liiladelphla
4
7
1
of last year's team. Oech won his
At Huh ton
K H E
"M" at tackle last year. Sanhorn is Host mi
9 12
1
a guard; he weighs 230 pounds and Is '"veland
1
5
2 All Kinds of Freeh and Salt Meats.
6 feet 4 Inches tall.
At Washington
R II E
Steam 8aueage Factory.
Joe Corbett, the pitcher, Is talking Washington
3
8
3
EMIS KLEINWORT,
of returning to the game He threat-- , Chicago
4
9
0
Masonic Building, North Third Street
ens to sue Manager Hanlon and the
National League.
AND
national commission, which ruled that! At I'lttsburg
R H E
stantly, employed. With the money he must respect his contract with Pittsburg
it
B.
t
A. tLEYBTER
2
she earned as an umpire Miss Clement jirooKiyn.
Host on
2
INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
says she will be able to outfit herself
Hilly Clymer Is under Inspection by
Thirteen innings..
PUBLIC.
for a year's work In college.
several major league club owners, who
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
When .Miss Clement began umpiring have realized that the Columbus man
FOOT BALL.
amateur games last year, she was an is One nf tfho Qlmrf)Hufllf hanlon, M.I
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Oct. 4 Harvard
attraction chiefly for the novelty of base ball talent.
Clymer knows a! . tBm,,rl,,K.
seeing a woman In that position. Miss promising nlaver when he rpps one '".'u'aU'1' "wdoin today by a score of
Smoke the White Lily Cigar.
ltvM V:. ;...'-- ' '1
Clement, however, did not consider and he has a faculty of developing!1 ,' 0 ln a ame which was charac
,)y fr''1"ont fumbling and un
her umpiring as a Joke. Her clever new material that puts him ln a class
JOE RICHARDS-CIG- ARS
0
scientific play on both sides.
ness Boon attracted the attention of almost bv himself.
Hudson, S. I)., Oct. 5. Amanda managers of piofesslonal teams.
Amos Rusle. who oneo drew n onn I. iew JorK- - Uct- - 4. Columbia de
113
s" on, uui today oy a score oi
W. Railroad Ayenue.
Clement, the only jsirl umpire In the
When the Rennville, Minn., and the a season for pitching for New Yor. is ,.a
northwest, and probably the only liawardcn, la., teams, both recognized
nC1,ark' 0 f the Seton Hall team.
1to.
'tting $1.50 a day working in a lum-- i
We are prepared to furnish, on short notice, all sorts Of
during the game.
woman who has ever he' an Irdlc.t-to- cnampion independent
organizations ber yard at Vlncennes, Ind. His throw had a
PIONCET BAKERY
At Ann Arbor
In a professional base ball game, In their states, met for a series of ing arm has lost its strength.
He
SIMON BAILING, Proprietor.
44
has Just completed her irbt season, games to determine the chamnlonshin says he can throw one ball and then University of Michigan
HIGH PRESSUSE BOILERS
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
0
and will apply for a position In the Miss Clement was chosen for umpire. his arm feels as though it were par- Kalamazoo College
At Minneapolis
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
Western League next year. Her home The games were played before Im alyzed.
Internally Firmed Marine Type Boilers.
46
mense crowds. Her work was highly
We desire natron Affa ftnrt wa vita.
Is In this city.
If a pennant were given for exhibi- Minneapolis
Cahall Water Tube 8fety, and ReThomas
St.
0
antee
first
Sue hs attracted rmuh attfiilioa ir. satisfactory to both teams.
tion games the Cincinnati Reds would
class baking.
turn Tubular Boilers. Send us your
At Champaign
base ball circles this Bummer. She Is
"How did I become an umpire?" re- in all probability carry off the bunt207 S. First Street.
Specifications for Quotations.
Albuquerque.
Illinois
6
17 years old. flood looking, strong end peated Miss Clement.
ing.
"Well, I was
o
liealthy,
anl at Yankton "collude, called on once to umpire a game beThere were too many letters in Wabash . . . . v
At New Haven
The Hendrie & Bolthoff Mfg. and Snpply Co. 0
where she Is a student, she is the tween two lodges. They took me more Hoelsketter's name to suit St. Louis
27
captain of the champion basket ball as a Joke than anything else, but I fans and so they shortened It to Yale
0
Wiesloyan
0 PAINTS,. OILS,. VARNISHES. AND
team. At tennis she is admitted to hv held them down to some rules they "Holey."
BRUSHES
At
Madison
DaIn
player
woman
I62M639
knew
best
the
nothing about. I did fairly well,
Seventeenth
South
DENVER, COLORADO
That's an inspiring race for National
Street,
Palmetto Roof Paint Stops all leaks.
29
I suppose, or at least the best I could. League batting honors
kota.
between Cy Wisconsin
DeToet Paint Covers
0 One gallon
Krom girlhood this young woman I have never had any trouble with the Seymour. Cincinnati, and Hans Wag- Marquette
Three hundred square feet two coats.
At Philadelphia-Pennsylv- ania
has been an arli'nt Hdmlrer of out- players. They always treat me with ner, Pitttsburg.
At the last tabula,.16
door sports, and has played base ball respect, possibly because I am a tion Seymour was leading Wagner by
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Eta
6
with her brother, who is a profes- woman, but I am Inclined to think It 1 point, his average being .371. In Gettysburg
409
WEST RAILROAD
If sufficient Inducement off en
AVENUE
502
Is
player
ball
sional
with the Hawrden,
because they are satisfied with my
times at bat Seymour has laced
la., team.
decisions, as no ball team would stand out 187 safe hits.
FAILURE OF THE
1882
Established
In
Dressed In a natty blue suit, short to lose because of a woman's poor
Practice at Northwestern has been
skirt and blue blouse, with 'her hair work. Sometimes I miscall a ball, but very unsatisfactory thus far. The line
MODERN CIRCUS
&
cap.
a
tucked beneath
she Is a novel the best umpires do that. Umpiring lacks strength and the backs are slow.
UftQ
eight on the diamond. She under isn t as easy as it looks, but it you James, the much touted guard, could
agents
Sole
for
Casino
try
People
Goods
Canned
lay
blame of the
stands the fine points of the game, .'keep your eyes open and don't play not make good. Coach McOornack Is modern circus tofailurethe
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees, lm
to interest them
knows inside play.", and being the too much to the grand stand, there discouraged.
Will give a series of Twenty Lesson
In
on the three rings. They say so many
boden's Granite Flour.
possessor of an eagle eye, seldom will be little trouble. I like the work,
Wm. M. Armstrong, 1907. Oakmont, things
to
keeps
once
at
watch
them
so
is
superior
a
Pa.,
makes
mistake. She
and. if they will stand for a woman
has been elected track captain for from being interested in any one act.
to the ave.ai;e run of umpires that forinmpire in the league, me for that next the coining year at Princeton.
says Eugene Wood, In MeClnre s.
over two months she has been con-- ! year."
Effort is being made To Tiring Mar- They
give it the attention it de
vin Hart and George Gardner together serves.can't
But I'll tell you what's wrong:
For particulars and terms, apply at the office, 212
In a bout
for heavyweight honors i nere lsn t any runny Old Clown, a
S. 2d SL
within an hour's ride of lyouisvllle. particular
one, to give it human Inter
Hart and Gardner have foueht twice. est. It Is all too splendid, too magnif Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Gardner won the first battl in 12 icent, too far
Earth.
us. We want to
rounds and the second was a draw af- hear somebodybeyond
talk foolish and human Orders Solicited.
ter 15 rounds of hard fighting.
Free Delivery.
Wholesale thor and Cigar Dealers
once in a while.
&
Enterprising but unscrupulous peoiney pretended that the teut was
214 South Second Street.
Exclusive
ple have gotten out a set of fake dIc-- 1
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Price
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'
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yet half over, he Hed
AlDJtNct AT ELKS THEATRE lot Mr. George Samue.s was first her
anre was
like a dog, consarn his picture! He
alded in these columns, considerable
Albuquerque, N. M.
The second appearance of "Ramona" interest and expectation has been ar- SPORTING TERM ILLUSTRATED. knew it. and we knew that there was
a
among
few
only
more acts to come. We Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black- 265.
the many theater goers
at the Elks' theater last night was oused
wanted the show to go on and on, and
greeted by a fair audience. Miss and amusement seekers of this city.
always
Unless
signs
be
all
Just as exciting as at the
fall, of which there
Calhoun and her excellent company
G. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,
Proprietors.
very first, and it wouldn't! We had
gave a good performance, which de- 'Is small possibility, we are to be the
&
got
very
we
recipients
to the point where
couldn't be
meritorious aud
served a much better house, but the enjoyable of a.
dramatic treat In this visit
interested in anything any more. We FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
second appearance of the show in this of Mr.
were as little ones unable to prop
Samuels and his excellent cw
City within a week was probably the
their eyelids open and yet quarreling
Automatic phone 451.
cause of the small audience last nlghL terle of dramatic and vaudeville arwith bed. We were surfeited, but not
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
The biggest hit of the performance tists.
satisfied. We sat there and pouted
The company has Its own sixty foot
was the Spanish fandango at the end
any
more,
because there, wasn't
and CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
of the third act. The company was baggage car, which is used solely for
yet we cohldn't but yawn at the act
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
forced to respond to two curtain calls, the purpose of transporting the1 specus.
were
We
before
mad at ourselves
before the audience would desist from ially constructed scenery and paraWholesale and Retail
and mad at everybody else. We clam
phernalia used in the two big producHIDES. PELTS AND WDOT.
Its applause.
bered down the rattling bed slat Beats,
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
The new plan adopted at the Elks' tions that are to be produced during
sour and sullen. We didn't want to 602 South First Street Both
theater this season of having the this engagement. This scenery, etc.,
117 WEST RAILROAD
Phones
AVENUE,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
look at the animals; we didn't want
ushers appear in uniforms la in keep- Is peculiarly adapted for use upon the
to do this, and we didn't want to do
ing with the rules of all well regu- stage of the theaters In this as well
that. We whined and snarled, and
lated metropolitan theaters, but it as the other cities in this territory, Inwriggled and shook ourselves with
riRE
has been suggested that it would asmuch as it has been made with that
temper,
and we got a good, hard slap.
INSURANCE.
look a great deal better were the man- special purpose in view. The result
right
every
islde of the head,
Secretary Mutual Building Associabefore
agement to have the ushers remove will be that each scene and act will
"Come Seven."
body, and then we yelled as if we were tion. Office at J. C Raldridge's Lumtheir caps. In none of the larger be presented exactly the same in evbeing killed alive.
ber yard.
WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
Frank A. Hinkev.
theaters do the ushers wear caps while ery particular as If given upon a large
"Now, mister, if I ever take you
metropolitan stage.
who ever made a tackle, wlll be one
attending to their duties in the
of
any
place again, you'll know it. I'd
TOTI A OR API
The first night of the engagement the main coaches on thn YniQ fnni ,n
For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by ns.
will witness the production of one of team this yeas. With Foster Sanford, be ashamed of myself. If I was you.
Dealers
ln
you.
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
I
Now
Hush up! Hush up,
tell
the best melodramas ever seen in this Burr Chamberlain, Ralph Bloomer and you
INITIAL PERFORMANCES OF THE
Grain
and
Fuel.
mark. You're never going to the
or anv other nart of thp rniintrv
It Jack Owsley to drill the men, Yale
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
GEORGE SAMUELS COMPANY ' 19 n,it!
"A Deserted Bride, and should have one of the best drilled Ishow again. Do you hear me? Never.
na
cigars,
mean it. You're never going again."
riace your orders for
irom start to finish is replete with ami scrappiest elevens in the country.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
iQis line with us.
sensational,
root
ball
comedy
is the great leveler. On
and scenic feat
Don't Borrow Trouble.
One of the most promising theatri- ures
NORTH THIRD STREET.
are far beyond the average the Harvard scrub taam a Russian
that
It is a bad habit to borrow anything,
Gold Ave.
cal events of the season is announced usually included In plays of this class. and a Japanese play
side by side. The but the worst thing you can possibly
for the nights of Oct. 9 and 10 at the
Member of Board of Optometry Examiners.
On the second night of the engage nuxamn is a sturdy end and the Jap a borrow, is trouble. When sick, sore, The Fuehr Undertaking Company 0
n
Eiks' opera house, when the organiza- ment, the very laughable and natural fleet tackle.
worn-ou- t
heavy, weary,
the
tion known as "The George Samuels comedy, "The Man from Mexico," will
Successors
to
Chicago bowlers are trvlntr to ar pains and poisonsandof dyspepsia, by
&
Edwards
Fuehr
billons-ness- ,
Attractions" will make Its first ap- be the bill.
range for an intercity match with New
307 West Railroad Arenas.
lirlght's disease, and similar Inpearance in this city.
Clever vaudeville features .will be York experts.
ternal disorders, don't sit down and Bath 'Phones.
Oa, or Night
As previously announced, this visit introduced
during the progress of
laucjB eiaim t'nat ne nas a brood over your symptoms,
fly for
Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
will be followed later with a return each or these plays.
successor to jerrries is receiving more relief to Electric Bitters. but
Here you
consideration since Kaufman defeated will find Bure and permanent forget-fulncs- s
We give on our laundry work? Try It and see how durable
Harry Foley in 'Frisco the other night
REDUCED PRICES
it la
your
of all your troubles,
Notice bow long It keeps it finish. We turn out linen, white
Kaufman weighed in at 184 pounds, body will not be burdened by and
as snow
a load of On Dental Work. Plates, $8.00;
free
and
from
specks
all
or
wrinkles.
Foley
at 171. The fight was to debt disease. At all druggists. Price
and
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
be 20 rounds. After one minute and fUe.
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
Uuatanteed.
twenty-fiv50c. All guaranteed.
seconds Kaufman sent a
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO
short right hook In, and Foley sank to
See the window display of the Rio
the floor as If hit by a hammer. He Grande Woolen
Mills at the Glole
tried to rise at the count of seven store, then ask for those $3.60 walkbut fell hack helpless.
ing skirts.
.s0-0-00"Noodle" Halm, cut adilft by Cincinnati, may be taken back by Chicago
0
to replace Jake Weimer. the big
who lia been traded to CinB. F. COPP, D. D. S.
cinnati.
0
Room
17, N. T. Armijo Building.
Corrigan Is said to be responsible
VIA
0
for the sheriff swooping down on the
racing atini.t n.'ar Chicago.
The
races were to be on Condon's track.
0
El
and its Corrigan ami Condon have
lighting
been
for sntireniaf v in iha
western turf WOllil. Cnrriiran ,W.I,I..,1
0
John W. Abbott, Prop.
to set me orricers of the law on his
hated rival. Between these two squabbling horsemen, the raeing name lias
Only thm
0
been practically killed In the west.
K.
Otto
Steifel, tile St. Louis brewer.
-- BetweenMeats, Butter and Eggs
nas soul niH racing stab!.', and will
0
game.
int the
Hteifel came Into na-- !
you
your
too
If
it
food
are
lO
jusa
it
fat
btr
North
Second
St.
tional prominence by the victory of
strength
bis celebrated racer, Colonial Girl, in! turn to fat instead of muscle
0
If you are too lean the fdt producing foode
the Worlds hair $.'1,0110 handicap.
thit you eat are not properly d jetted and
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ttsimilated.
0
THINKS BILL WILL
Lean, thin, stringy people do not have LIVERY, SALE
BE EMASCULATED.
FEED
AND
TRANSPeps.n
in
the stomach, while fat
nouch
In a series of open letters to
FER STABLES
people
too much Pepsin and tot Horses
0
A. Moselev,
and Mules bought and exsecretary of thn oough have
Pancreatine.
interstate commerce commission ' fn-- .
changed.
nier Senator V. H. Chandler of New
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Standard and Tourist Sleepers. Dining Cars meals a la carte.
0
Hampshire defines !iis attitude
Second street, between Railroad and
Chair Cars and Coaches.
ward the
Copper avenues.
rate reirnhition bill, to come before congros at
WIDE VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.
0
its next session, and calls to the at-'
THROUGH
WITHOU
CHANGE.
ion
lent
of
the commission some of the
SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING
Lingers that b ..
the r.itempts to!
h
0
The shortcut, quickest and best lino between the Great Lakes,
hiass this bill, as they appear to him.! contair.t all the digestive juices that are
S. S. Pearlstine.
H
M Isais.ilpp
l';i
Valley
the
itic
and
the
found
Coast.
a
healthy
stomach,
in
In
.Mr.
and
handler lays groat stress on the
zu'a s. hecond328.St., Auto phone H
lat'itude of the railroad companies, exactly those proportions necessary to
0
M
OAKNKTT KING.
V. It. STILHS.
and ays the methods of defeat ing t he enable the stomach and digestive organs
Business Strictly Confidential.
and assimilate all foods that may
On. Agt.
Gen. Passenger Agt.
measure to l.e put M ward next win-- , to
be eaten. Kodol
cnly a perfect
EL PASO, TEXAS.
ter will be by uange-oit0
amendments d g.iUnt, but it Is isa not
reconstructive, tisjor a J In ion, to the
buildir.
P. LOMMORI & MATTEUCCi
tonio as weil Kodol cures
jbi
under the giit-- e of friendly im- - sue
prov. meiits, but really as railroad Indication, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach,
" '
Heartburn, Palpitation of the Heart and
- !
Dealers ln
ftuiu
Constipation.
You will like it
JAV, . - V
WE FILL
Pee the window display of the Rio
IvUlMM-- i
Groceries,
Grande Woolen
Mills at the Globe Digests
PRESCRIPTIONS
RIGHT
Grain
store, then ask for those $3.50 walk-- .
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
Rests the stomach, rebuilds the
ing sKirts.
gives firm flash.
tissues
and
THIS HKAl-I1KI.I.Y FORMED VIM N.; WOMAN IS
At Consistent Prices
203 W. Railroad Ave.
MISS
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GOODSA
IMPORTED
SPECIALTY
West Railroad avenue.
H.-S.O.Dim
trial r ft? at tit.
IN Tin: Pin. ne black 2i;5-2All home cooking.
Call at 62 West Tijeras Road.
WOKI.lt.
Kreli goods every day.
For tale by a.'l druggists.
Auto, 'phone, 109. Old 'phone, 276. SUBSCRIBE TOR THE CITIZEN AND READ THE NEWS
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Flour, Hay
and the Best
of Meats
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SHOES FOR FALL
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mogt approved ideas JnWomen'sfootwear.

Light
High

j

(

Lace or Button.

to perfec tly de

'

Medium

CuganHelandDreS)fToe.

Either

A

Sole,

Extension

I

g ne

They are

da n dfj n a h e d
I

that they fit every curve of the

s

.

footg ra c el iill ya n dw it he a a

V

comfort.

id

We have the tame ahoe

with a light!

sole and

hand-turne-

high Cu ban or Fre nc h

$30

er

heel,

for

dress wear.
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GETTING BREAKFAST
With food TreDaratIoiiB from P. P.
Trotters grocery Is thorough assurance hat you are starting the day
right. This also holds good for all
other meals, as any article of food
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine excellence. We thoroughly
test any
goods offered us, and retain In our
stock only those found good and
wholesome.

Wi Xivp

r. TROTTER
ooooooooooooo
F.

.

00 O3000000

Kos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

oooooooooo

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard

piano.

But

THE GENUINE CHICKERING
The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, Is admitted to be
of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

the standard

this wiirrsoN music CO.
0J j'0Ot,yo0
114
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SOUTH SECOND STREET.
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Finish oft Fail
House Cleaning
with a coat of Heath & Milllgan's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You will find It most satisfactory, Inasmuch aa it will make
clean things loot cleaner, and,
what la more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, gash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

el

First Street and Marquette

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

THE MAZE.
Meat Grinders, from 50c to
Chopping Bowls
Chopping Knives
Cleavers
Butter Paddles
Butter Color
10n

ol.la
cim.-i-

Mutter
laiT--i
iiii..i tia..na.

13c
8c
20c
4c

,
.'

NOV-EMBE- R

0
0
Q

ANNOUNCEMENT

FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
1 WE WILL GIVE
ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLATINUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT
CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST.
MOON A KELEHER. MAKERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.

DIAMONDS
WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

ETC.

LEADINQ JEWELER

.,,,

to

WARMER
UN

l.

BE RWi E A R
IS NOW ON

Our fall lines are very complete. We have on
sale
dozen
different style. n every wei8htllght, medium
and heavy
Wools, Lisle, and Silks. W. buy our Underwear In
case
Jlots. Thl. enable, u. not alone to always have complete
line.
cf ire8r but '
make price, which are extremely low. Our
line, are too numerou. to enumerate here, hut complete displays are In our show windows and In the .tore.
Price, range
from
Cot-ton-

s,

50c to $10 per Suit
SIMON STERN

Railroad Avenue Clothier

PLUMBING

1

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

''

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

LARGEST .STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

WHITNEY COMPANY

.

MERCHANTS

C

South Fmt Street

0

J

401-4- 03

North Fin Strret

Auto Dhone. 316. Bell nhone.

Am

F
jr

115.

RealrlanpA

h(a

nhn

v

0

ae

BORDERS, funer Director and Emblmr f

Black or White Hearse, $5.00.
Commercial Club Building.
CITY UNDERTAKER.

A

O. A. MATSON & CO.

YTTTYTYtTTTTYtlYI

Fine Stationery
202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

d

E. J. POST

0

Proprietors

CHAS. F. MYERS.

Our school shoes are made extra
strong. The soles are seasoned and
tough, and every seam is sewed to the
hold. Two pairs of our school shoes
are equal to three pairs of the ordin.
ary kind. You save
They
are the strongest school shoes made
and wear like Iron. Prices range from
$1.25 to 12.75. C. May's Shoe store,
314 West Railroad avenue.

HARDWARE

WIIOLKSAL.TC

Now is the Time
To get your Stove Work done berore the rush. Quick
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection

0

HOT BLAST HEATERS.

OO.

WM. M'INTOSH.

RKTAIL

Meal,
John
Home Base
The most com-

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
For everybody

who wants to make a

stroke,

clean-cu- t

We carry many

different sizes and styles to select from. Try a Wissi

QUICK
OUICK

MEAL RANGES.

0

MIAL

QUICK MEAL.

0
OUICK

in

fl

inn

H

im

MtfU

Vu
VUlCIf HIAt

The largest stock to select from ever shown
in the city.
Nobby Blouse Suits,
$3.00 to $8 50
Durable School Suits,
2.50 to 5.50
Young Mens Suits, $7.50, $10, $12 and $15
Two pairs of Pants with $4.50 School Suits.
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Stove Pipe
17',4c
Stove Pipe
20c
Pipe
Stove
12c
Elbows
Pipe
Be
Stove
Wlte, per roll
Coal Hods, 20c to
35c
Sheet Iron Heating Stoves, $1.35 to 8.50
2Bc
Stove Shovels, Bo to
Dampers, 8c to
10c
Floor Oil Cloth, per yard
30c
Stove Boards
70c
Slaw Cutters
20c
Smokeless powder Shotgun Shells 75c
20c
Cartridges. 15c and
Stevens' single barrel Shotguns- $6.50
3 pairs of Canvas Gloves
25c
50c
Razor Strops, 25c and
Soap
7c
Williams' Shaving
45c
bottle of Llsterlue
We are headquarters for Poultry
Wire.
15c
Bulk Tacks, per lb
'...15c
Bulk Tirade, per lb
25c
Fish Glue, per lb
15c
Porous Plasters for
45c
President Suspenders
Shop Caps
10c
2 pairs Heavy Wool Mixed Hose.. 25c
Large Umbrellas
45c
FlBh brand of Slickers
$2.85
THE MAZE.
William Kieke, Proprietor.

Burners; Mountain' Oak and Gr.'at Western Heaters.
plete line in the city,

122 South
Second Street E. L.

6g Annual Change

2!c

,

THIS 13 THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHTS OF XMAS.
BY
1 THE
RU8H FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR 8TUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO DIVIDE
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:

B,

$1.90

Generally fair tonight and Friday.
Hon. TV S. Rodry was a passenger
for I.ns V'bs this morning.
If any person runs across a stray
Rncycle wheel, leave It at the St.
und receive reward.
Fred Fornoff, deputy United States
marshal, was at Roswell last Saturday and Sunday on business.
Mrs. Campbell and her son, Edward
Holmes Slckel. are visiting with Mrs.
.1. ,T.
McLaughlin, a sister of Mrs.
Campbell.
The monthly business meeting of
tTie Woman's club will be held Friday
afternoon at 3 o'clock. It will be followed by a social tea.
M. C. West brook, the
contractor,
has returned from Thoieau, where he
has been looking after some work for
the American Lumber company at
that jKlnt.
Mrs. Samuel Neustadt entertained a
number of littlo folks at her home on
West Gold avenue yesterday afternoon
in honor of the tnlrd biithday of her
son, Alfred.
The funeral of the late John A
Conley, whoso death occurred Tuesday
New Tailor Shop.
afternoon, will be held at 2: 30 o clock
A. J. Morelll, the well known tailor
tomorrow afternoon from the family
has reopened a tailor shop on North
residence on Williams street.
First street, where he is ready to
Regular Sabbath services will be OPERATING IN THE
clean, press and repair ladles' and
held at Temple Albeit Friday even
GOLDEN MINING DISTRICT gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
ing at 7:4a o clock. Rabbi Jacob KapPatronage of former customers
lan will speak upon "The Opportuni
ties of Life." Everybody is welcome.
State Senator Keck, of New York)
Special display and sale of Men's
Hon. Frank A. Htibbell. who was at city, is In the Golden mining district,
north of this city, In connection with Winter Underwear. Largest line In
Katon with tils brother.
Thomas S. Hubbell. and en route the development work of the extensive the city at the Golden Rule Dry Goods
south, stopped over a day at Santa Fe placers owned by the industrial Gold company. See window display.
on official
matters, returned to the Mining company In that section. The
company owns 1,200 acres or placer
city last night.
D. McMahan, a well known young ground. He Is accompanlod by Messrs.
man or tne city, who was sick at the Wlswell and Watson, mining engineers
St. Joseph hospital with typhoid fever and experts, with headquarters in Bos'
ton. The dirt on the placers of the
for the past nine weeks, is up and company
is to be worked under plans
around. He had a close call, but
and by machinery invented by Mr.
pulled out all right.
Wlswell.
and beneficial results
Ir. H. H. Tenney, secretary of .he are expectedGreat
from the machinery. This
American board of the Congregational Is not yet on the ground but it Is be
church in California, with headquar- lleved
it will be there and iu
ters in San Francisco, will occupy the workingthat
order within six weeks.
pulpit at the Congregational church capitalists, who hold tne stock of The
the
on next Sunday morning.
Industrial Gold Mining company, live
Theodore Havemeyer and a party in New York and Boston, and through
of friends passed through the city last the recent explorations and investiga
mgnt on a special train, en route to tions, have come to the conclusion
the Pacific coast. They will stop a that their property Is rich and should
Call
day at the Grand Canyon. Mr. Have- be worked. There Is a very good sup
meyer Is the sugar magnate.
ply of water at the placers, as the
Mr. Edward
Holmes SIckels. the company has two wells, each 600 feet
blind musician, will give a nlano re deep, from which water will be pumpcital, assisted bv local talent, at the. ed for the' neeessaiy machinery. Col.
Elks' concert room on Wednesday. Farley is the superintendent of the
October 11. The ladles of St. John's company, with headquarters at
Guild have the arrangements In hand.
Miss Hettle
Goldstein, who snent
me summer months with her parents INVESTIGATING AND AUDITING
at Gladstone, Wis., returned to the
COMMITTEE AT W0FK
city this morning, being met at the
depot by Mrs.. W. J. Cardwell. Miss
Goldstein will remain here during the
The investigating snd auditing comBelting,
winter.
mittee of the late territorial fair, held
Alejandro Sandoval, of Corralles, its first meeting last night at the ofhas let a contract to Wallace Hessel-de- n fice of P. F. McCanna; and at once
for the erection of four modern proceeded to business. The committee
cottages at the corner of First street was in session until 11 o'clock, and the
and Fruit avenue. The total cost of investigations so far, on the face of
the houses will be in the neighbor- checks drawn,' bills; pjild and those not
paid, reveals the fact that the deficit
;
,
hood of 110,000.
the last fair will probably considThe Holbrook Argus says: W. H. of
Clark returned home from Albuquer- erably exceed the startling figures of
que Tuesday morning, whither he had $1,800, which were reported at the ex1
ecutive committee meeting Monday
been at the bedside of Mrs. Clark, night.
The
will
meet
committee
again
who was operated on for tumor. Mrs.
and continue in session until
Clark stood the operation nicely and tonight
a final report Is prepared, which will
Is fast recovering.
show the list of subscribers, the prizes
Mrs. M. J. Hordem president of the and purses paid, the
paid, and
New Mexico Woman's Christian Tem- those of which checks,bills
have' been
perance Union, was a passenger for drawn and not paid,
the amounts reLas Vegas last night where she goes ceived from concessions,
and many
to complete arrangements for the an- other Interesting
The onlv Short Order Lunch A
details, which may
nual meeting of the association, to he prove to be instructive reading to the
Room in thcCiiy. Fine Colfte
held there the 13th of this month.
a Specialty. ,,
subscribers and financiers of the city
j pi
r
ill! lit kJCbUliU dli
Assistant United States District At- and territory.
torney E. L. Medler, who has been
confined to his home by an attack of
Arkansas W. C. T. U. Convention.
typhoid fever, was able to be about
Little
Rock, Ark., Oct. 5. 'Nearly
today for the first time. Mrs. 100 delegates,
the variHOME MADE PICCALILLI
Medler had him In charge and took ous W. C. T. U.representing
organizations of this
AND
him for a drive over the cltyi
state, met ihere this morning in anSARATOGA CHIPS,
F. G. Plummer of the United Statpn nual convention. Besides the regular
AT
forest reserve service, arrived in Al- delegates there are many V. C. T.
ZEIGER'S CAFE.
buquerque last night from Santa. Fe U. workers and officials from other
and will spend a few days here on off- states in attendance and several of
icial business.
Mr. Plummer U en- them will address the convention durgaged in going over the records with ing the four days of its session.
REPAIR SHOP.
a view to conectlng boundary lines
Stoves repaired and set up; furniof forest reserves in New Mexico.
CLEANING CHIMNEYS AND
ture set up and crated for shipment.
Yesterday Willis McQuade. tha 1S.
STOVES.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
year-olaon of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Now is the time to have your chimL. H. SHOEMAKER.
McQuade, celebrated Oils birthday an- neys and stoves cleaned. All
work
niversary, and it proved one of the guaranteed, and at reasonable prices.
SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH EV- nicest events in the life of the young Address, A. B. C, this office.
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
uinii, iur iiis papa ana mamma prepared for the occasion, and every little boy and girl in his neighborhood,
and all were invited and nttonriort 0
had the best time imaginable. It was
the finest little folks' party yet held In
Ei-m- o

Embodylnjth8 latest and

nis

guests were well entertained. Lunch
was served hud the little people did
ample Justice ihereto. The premises
were decora:il with Mexican daisies.
As a resuii of tlm wreck which occurred at Will .huh yesterday, the local SHnta Fe imspltal has received
live injured .In panose laborers,
and
more are expected tonight and tomorrow.
One e the patients received
burns on both
has quite
limbs. The i niiiinder of the pRtlents
have nunien.'i'- - bruises, scratches and
nf parts of their bodies.
cuts on dlff
R. K. Kariw.vorth, an old soldier of
Williams, .Mi., writes to The Citizen from' the Soldier's' Home, Lob
Angeles 'county, California, that he Is
an Inmate of tlie hospital at the home,
having gone there from Williams. He
says he Is suffering from cancer, and
went to the borne to have an operation perfonne ;. which was successful.
He hopes to be well enough to return
to Williams inside of a couple of
months,
H. C. Dolllson. who had a narrow
escape from death a few days ago in
the local shops, is reported to lie much
improved. His accident was a very
singular one, being caused by having
his head crushed with an air brake
lever under an engine where he was
working. A fellow workman, It is
claimed, applied the air from the cab,
accident,
causing the remarkable
which miraculously did not result in
Instant death. White there were no
bones fractured, Mr. Dolllson suffered
from
numerous bruises, lacerations,
etc.
ev'i-rislv- e
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Winchester Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic ristols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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